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PREFACE 

This dissertation is a submission towards part 

fulfillment of the requirements of the M.Phil course of the 

Centre for Political Studies at Jawaharlal Nehru University, 

New Delhi. The subject undertaken is complex and comprehen

sive. The publication of the Sarkaria Commission·' s Report 

has given renewed vigour to debate and discussion as to 

federalism in India. The Report is a comprehensive document 

and the present study is not claimed as a finished output 

examining all the issues raised therein. The study implies 

the primary concern for getting initiated into one of the 

more pressing issues confronting the Indian·political system 

in present times. It is much more of a training and learning 

from the experience consequently made available to the student, 

and is an unpretentious effort.For the several limitations 

therein, I alone am responsible. 

I am deeply ·indebted to my Supervisor, Professor 

Balveer Arora, whose suggestions and help at various stages of 

my study helped me to sort out many academic posers. The members 

of the staff at the Centre for Political Studies, JNU,specially 

Prof.Bhambri and Prof.S.N.Jha, put across constructive sugges

tions bearing upon this study and to them I owe a special word 

of thanks. 
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Mr.Anil Kataria and Mr.Singh put in a herculian 

effort towards giving the present shape to my manuscript in 

an impossibly short period of time. To them I am grateful. 

My family, as always, was my source of inspiration 

and strength. 

J.N.U. 
New Delhi 

July,l990.. 

·v., ·~~,\~ 
VINNY JAIN. 



Chapter I. 

Introduction. 

The word 'federal' , roots in the Latin 'Foedus' 

which according to Lewis's Latin Dictionary, means 'League' or 

'treaty'. 'Foedus' is cognate to Latin 'Fides' i.e. trust and 

English 'Bind' . Clearly then the root meaning is some sort of 

mutually trusting agreement among parties, a trusting promise. 

In a very broad sense any inter governmental alliance would be 

a federation, yet by medieval times, the word acquired a more 

restrictrd sense. It referred to thtt particular kind of 

alliance in which the allied governments create an additional 

government to act for them in atleast certain matters. In the 

original sense then, federalism can be defined as a political 

organisation with constituent units and a Central government·~·. 

Riker, writing in the Handbook of Political Science,defines ·a 

fe.deral government as, an organisation in which the activities 

of government are divided between the regional government and 

the Central government in such a way that each level has some 

activities on which it makes final decisions. Riker further 

makes a decision between a minimal federation and a maximal one. 

In the former category would be those federations, ·.the rulers 

of which can make decisions in only one narrowly restricted 

category of action, without obtaining the approval of the rul

ers of the constituent units. A maximal one would be a federa

tion, the rulers of which can make decisions without consulting 



the rulers of the member governments 1n all but one narrowly 

·restricted category of action. 

The concept has over time come to acquire various 
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shades of meaning. Two broad perspectives can be identified. 

First is the view that identifies federalism with the two levels 

of government, dynamic· and interacting, and identifies federal 

functioning with the working of Centre-State relations. The other 

is the broader Instrumentalist approach. Federalism with 

Institutionalists is essentially a pluralistic device intended 

to operate through the articulation of interests and mutual 

accomodation between the levels of governance. It would follow 

that the traditionalist distinction posed between the federal 

and unitary forms of government,is viewed· not as dichotomous, 

but as the two representing opposite poles of a continuum 

along which govdrnments are ranged. Developmental and modernis

tic, this latter perspective facilitates the establishment of 

pluralistic democracy, ( which is also a prerequisite )through 

processes of popular participation in decision making and 

governance. 

There is nothing in the federal concept that limits it 

to two levels of functioning. Experiments with multi-layer 

federalism, such as 'marble-cake' federalism find adequate space 

in this perspective. One then has to link federalism not only 

with general questions of perspective, but also to specific 

issues as the nitty gritty of distribution of finances. 
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This study is an attempt at understanding federalism 

in relation to India's federal polity, in the light of the 

submissions made by various political parties to the Sarkaria 

Commission. The publication of the Commission's Report ha-s 

given renewed vigour to the question of federalism in India~. 

The Commission set up in 1983 was assigned the task of'exam-

ning and reviewing the existing arrangements between the Centre 

and the States. To achieve this objective the Commission pre

pared and circulat~d.·a detailed questionnaire amongst political 

parties, State governments, institutions and individuals.Replies 

recieved to this questionnaire, as also other submissions to 

the Commission were published as Volume II of the Comprehensive 

Report. Volume I contains the Commission's recommendations which 

were based on the study of these documents. 

The Commission in its questionnaire has divided the 

entire issue of Centre-State relations into seven parts.These.are-

:(i) Introductory ; . essentially questions on federalism and 

connected matters. 

(ii) Legislative Relations, 

(iii} Rc·le of the Governor, 

(iv) Administrative Relations, 

(v) Economic and Social Planning 

(vi) Financial Relations. 
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(vii) Miscellaneous. 

These issues would be examined in the context of the 

Role of the Centre, the question of autonomy for the States,,and 

Centre-State Cooperation. The attempt is to ascertain the views 

of the political parties as to these concerns. The parties 

chosen for study are -

(i) The Indian National Congress(I) 

(_ii) The Communist party of India and the Communist Party 

of India ( Marxist ) . 

Ciii) 

(iv) 

Cv) 

(vii) 

The Bhartiya Janata Party, 

The Indian National Congress ( Socialist.) 

'The Janata Party, 

The Lok Dal, 

(vii) The Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam 

(viii) The Shiromani Akali Dal(L) 

Alongwith the views of all these parties, those expressed 

by Sarkaria Concerning, the issues taken up in each chapter ··--· 

also examined. The student is aware that given the plethora of 

political parties in India, this selection leaves many important 

Parties out of the scope of the study and that the selection is 

somewhat arbritary. However in the context of the constraints 

of the researcher., .an attempt has beDn made to select a represen

tative section - representative of shades of opinion as to 

federal perspectives. 
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This introduction, is followed by the second chapter 

entitled 'Indian Federalism:A Historical Overview.'It deals with 

(a) The historical antecedents of federalism in India, 

(b) The nature of the Indian Union as per the 1950 Constitu

tion and 

(c} Reform proposals suggested since 1950. 

The third chapter, entitled :'The Role of the Centre,' 

deals with the areas identified as falling within the scope of~ 

Central functioning by the chosen political parties and State 

governments. Similarly the fourth chapter entitled, 'The Question 

of Autonomy for the States,' deals with the areas identified as 

within the scope of State functioning by the chosen political 

parties and State Governments. The fifth chapter deals with the 

· ~reas of 'Centre-State Cooperation', similarly identif~e~; The 

last chapter is by way of 'Conclusion'. 

The Commission's report is a voluminous document and 

provides considerable material for study. Many political parties 

have gone on record for the first time as regards their perspec

tives and suggestions for reform concerning federalism in India. 

Given the constraints of time and the abilities of the researcher, 

only a part of this materia!" has been exa~ined. This is by no 

means an all encompassing study, but an attempt at understanding 

the basic issues informing federalism in India today. 

All national parties which submitted memorandums to the 

commission as also those State governments which had ( at·': the 

time when such submissions were made ) governments run by these 

national parties( if any )and which replied to the Cornrnission{s. 
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questionnaire are also taken up for study.!n addition the cases 

of two State level parties- the DMK and the Shiromani Akali Dal(L) 

have also been analysed, basically because these parties have 

been on the forefront in demanding considerable reform in the Indian 

polity. The attempt is not to trace the origins of·,>the evolution 

or the manifestation of each party view as to federalism. Rataer 

it is to present the case of these parties as in their submissions 

to the Sarkaria Commission and analyse these in the context of other 

perspective presented therein. It is thus a limited exercise. 

Nevertheless, it is·hoped that the study will result in a useful 

exposure to the issues and problems· informing federalism in India. 



Chapter-II. 

Indian Federalism A Historical Overview. 
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The constitution as it emerged from the constituent 

Assembly envisaged India as a Union of States. There has been 

considerable debate amongst academecians and political circles 

as to the exact character of the Indian Political system. There 

are those who describe the constitutional edifice as a federa

tion with unitary features or a quasi - federal federation. 

Pungent criticism describes the States as'no better than 

glorified municipalities' or 'dole-getting corporations.' It·is 

not the purpose of this study to define the contours of such a 

conceptual debate, rather one would begin with the premise that 

though the 1950 constitution does not meet the exacting require

ments of an ideal federal structure, it nevertheless is an unor

thodox federation and reflects a desire on the part of the 

founding fathers to put India onto the federalising path. 

This chapter deals with the historical antecedents, the 

nature of the Union as per the 1950 constitution and the reform 

proposals put forward prior to the constitution of the Sarkaria 

Commission. As such it is intended to present the historical 

background to the commission inception and provide a context to 

its work. 

(a} The Historical Antecedents. 

The constitution of India, as it emerged from the 

Constituent Assembly in 1949, envisaged important federal 

features, although it could not be called federal in the classical 
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sense. Federalism was, in many respects a natural order 

for India to adopt upon independence. The Indian sub

continent has geo-political and historical characteristics which 

have'few parallels. The size and population, geographical, 

linguistic, religions, racial and other diversities give it the 

character of a sub-continent. However its natural boundaries 

marked by mountains and seas, give it a degree of insularity and 

serve to identify it as a separate geographical entity. This 

insularity over the years led to the evolution of a ccmposite 

cultural unity, a feeling of common heritage and a pervasive under

current of one-ness. These gave the country a general Indian . 

personality. 

Federalism, it was acknowledged would be the ideal system 

which would help translate this one-ness into a political order 

allowing for unity in diversity. Too centralized an administra

tion, the British realised bred administrative inefficiency and 

local discontent. The first small step towards decentralization 

was taken by the Indian Councils Act of 1861. It reversed the 

centralizing trend that had been set by the Charter Act of 1833. 

Decenttalization of finances, started by the Mayo scheme in 1871, 

was formalised by the Government of India Act 1919. This helped 

in the evolution of a 'dispersed' political system in India. 1 

Indian nationalism, feuled by dreams of self-government, 

mounted persistant pressure on the British,especially after the 

formation of the Indian National Congress. Modulating their 

strategy step by step with the demands and pressures of the 
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Nationalist movement, the British started devolving more and more 

powers to the provinces. The strategy involved increasing asso-

ciation of Indians with the government on one hand and the promo

tion of devisive forces on the other. 2 

This strategy was extended by the Act of 1909,which further 

increased the association of Indians with the governance of the 

nation, but on the basis of separate electorate, narrow franchise 

and indirect elections. 

The Government of India Act 1919, was the first attempt 

at the development of a too-tier polity in India. While conceding 

representative government in a small measure in the provinces 

under a 'dyarchical' system, it demarcated the sphere of provincial 

3 governments from that of the Centre. Imi:Jori:ant as they were, the 

reforms of 1619 failed to meet the aspirations of the people for 

full responsible government. In reality the structure remained 

unitary with the Governor-General-in-Council in effective and 

ultimate control. Finance was a reserved subject' in charge of a 

member of the Executive Council and no progressive measures could 

be put through without his consent. The main instruments of 

administration, the Indian Civil Service and the Indian Police 

were under the control of the Secretary of State for India and 

were responsible to him. A large measure of discretionary power 

was reserved for the Goveenor. All bills required the assent of 

the Gov~rnor General to become law. 4 

'Dyarchy' was a miserable failure. Intense nation-wide 

agitation continued for full responsible government. The British 
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responded by appointing a Statutory Commission under Sir John 

Simon for considering the grant of a further instalment of 

responsible government. All the seven members of the Commission 

we~e British. The Indian National Congress and all other major 

parties boycotted the Commission. On the demand of the Congress 

three Round Table Conferences were held. The White paper 

published in 1933 sought to extend separate electorates further 

to the scheduled castes and tribes, which had to be withdrawn 

after a protest fast-unto death by Mahatma Gandhi. Political 

activity from 1919 to 1935 was intense and resulted in the 

Government of India Act of 1935. 

The Act envisaged an all India federation which was to 

consist of 11 Governor's provinces, 6 Chief Commissione~'s 

Provinces and such. Indian States as would agree to join the 

federation. The federal subjects were classified into reserved 

subjects and transferred subjects. The Governor-General adminis

tered the 'reserved subjects' with the help of the Councillors, 

and transferred subjects with the aid of the Council of Ministers 

responsible to the Central legislature.Wide discretionary powers 

were given to the Governor-General. The Instrument of Instruction 

issued under the Act enabled the Governor-General to include in 

his Council of Ministers, representatives of the minorities and 

the native States. Governmental subjects were devided into three 

lists, Federal, Provincial and Concurrent. The provinces were 

given exclusive power to legislate with respect to matters on the 

Provincial list. Similarly the Central legislature was given the 
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exclusive powers to legislate on the Federal list. The Centre 

and the Provinces had concurrent jurisdiction with respect to 

matters on the concurrent list. The Act thus introduced Provin

cial authority with responsible government. Although certain 

safeguards by way of special powers and responsibilites ··were 

provided. 

The Act allocated primary powers to the Federal and pro

vincial legislatures ·making them ~1prerne within their respecti

~~- spheres and thereby fulfilled one important pre-requisite of 

a federal polity. 

j;., The Princely States did not opt to join the federation and 

that part of the Act never cause into force. However its~ovisions 

relating to the provinces cause into effect in 1937 where elected 

governments responsible to legislatures assumed office in kthe 

provinces. 

Provincial authority soon appeared to be a Misnorn~r 

with the Congress led State governments seeking to work from 

within at obstructing imperialist~ policy, and the British 

Government invoking 'discretionary powers' to tide over numerous 

situations of constitutional deadlock. The Congress govern

ments resigned in protest when the government of India declared 

a State of man in 1939 without~nsulting the provinces; 

Provincial autonomy for all practical purposes carne to an end. 

The ocipps proposals of March 1942 were an attempt to 
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resolve the political deadlock in India. Cripps proposed a re

presentative Constituent Assembly that would frame a 'Dominion' 

Constitution for India. The British government would accept it 

on the condition that any province could opt out of it and 

its Constitutional position as in the 1935 Act. Cripps also 

requested collaboration. While the war lasted, of Indian parties 

with British government who would continue to 

responsibility for India's defence. 

bear the full 

The Congress dislikedthe provisions about a Dominion 

Constitution rather than full independence, the representation 

of Indian States in a Constituent Assembly by their rulers rather 

than their popular representatives, and above all, the recogni

tion of the idea of partition. It was for the last reason that 

Gandhi opposed the proposals and urged the Working Committee to 

reject, the post-dated cheque. Arrangements as to defence were 

far from satisfactory. The Congress especially Jawaharlal, insisted 

the Defence member of the Council be an Indian in place of the 

Cornrnander-In-Chief.5 This was not acceptable to the British, eve~ 

a personal and private appeal by Cripps to his friend Jawaharlal, 

could not save the proposals from failure. 6 Both the war cabinet 

(barring Atlee) and Linlith go's government had no wish to see the 

mission succeed. Cripps' technique of negotiation and his brief 

left little room for manoeuvre. 

The failure of the Cripps mission vissiated the atmosphere. 

The stage seemed set for a collision between the Congress and the 

government. 
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The next important event in the Constitutional history was 

the announcement of the British Cabinet Mission Plan, by Atlee on 

May 16, 1946. It envisaged a Central Government with very limited 

powers. and relatively strong provinces having considerable degree 

of autonomy and all the residuary powers. 7 Partition, on the basis 

of either a large or a small Pakistan was rejected. The Indian 

Union wouldreal with foreign affairs, defense and communications 

and have the powers necessary to raise finances for this purpose. 

The idea of parity at the Centre was dropped, but any major communal· 

issue in the Central legislature would require a majority of each 

community as well as on overall majority. All other subjects and 

powers would vest in the provinces"which would be free to form 

groups, and each groups would determine the provincial subjects to 

be taken in common. Any province could, by a majority vote of its 

Assembly, call for a reconsideration of the Union and group Consti

tutions periodically after ten years. 8 

The Constituent Assembly would be elected by the Provincial 

Ass.emblies with each province being allotted a number of seats 

proportionate to its population and this unmber divided between 

the communities on the basis of this population. The members so 

elected would divide up into three sections, Section-A comprising 

Madras,Bombay,U.P.,Bihar,C.P. and Orissa. Section-B Punjab,NWFP,and 

Sind, and Section-C Bengal and Assam. Each section would 

draw up a orovincial Constitution and, if desired, a group 
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Constitution. Any province could elect to come out of any group 

in which it had been placed after the first general elections 

under the new Constitution. The framming of the Constitution 

would of course take time, but an interim government having the 

support of major Poli ti.cal Parties and in which all port folios 

h ld b I d . ld b t . d' 1 9 were e y n 1ans wou e se up 1mme 1ate y. 

The Mission Plan was intended as a compromise, yielding 

some points to the Congress and some to the league in the hope that 
• 

both would accept the whole even if not wholly satisfied. The idea 

of pakistan was rejected and at the level of the Indian Union there 

was 't? b~ no weightage for the Muslims. However, to make the Plan 

acc~~table to the league, Section-B and C, comprising the five Muslim 

majority provinces w~re created in the Constituent Assembly. Group

ings of provinces was optional, but meetings of members of the Cons-

tituent Assembly by sections was made compulsory. Groupings in~ther 

words would in practice not be voluntary at all, atleast till the 

first general elections under the new Constitution were held.
10 

The Congress had reservations about the plan, but in the 

hope of securing the co-operation of the Muslim league and thereby 

preventing the threatened partition of the country, they aceepted 

the Cabine~· Mission Plan. Accordingly, the objective resolutions 

moved by Nehru in the Constituent Assembly were based on the Mission 

Plan. However all such concessional resolutions, conciliatory 

gestures and persuasive efforts failed to achieve the league's 

cooperation. By the end of January-1947 it became clear that no 

further negotiations and compromises were possible.ll With the 
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league adamant and the Princely-States taking their cue from it 

and avoiding a decision taken in the constituent Assembly, with 

the virus of communal r6iting spreading accross the face of 

North~rn India, it became increasingly difficult for the interim 

12 government to function as an effective, cohesive body. Partition 

became unavoidable. The partition of the country was announced 

on June 3,1947. The constituent Assembly, thereupon sharply 

reversed its approach and resolved in favour of a strong Centre. 

This realisation found uneqvivocal expression in the second Report 

of the Union Powers Committee, dated July 5,1947. ·-

"Now that partition is a settled fact, we are 

unanimouslycr the view that it would be injurious to the interests 

of the country to provide for a weak Central Authority which would 

be incapable of insuring peace of coordinating internal matters of 

common interest ..... and that the soundest frame work of our Cons-

13 titution is a federation with a 'strong Centre.• 

Several factors contributed to this shift of opinion. 

To the framers of the Indian Constitution the primary lesson that 

India's history afforded is that only that polity 'could endure 

and protect India's unity and integrity and sovreignity against 

external aggression and internal disturbances which ensured a 

strong Centre with paramount powers accomodating at the same time, 

its traditional diversities.The partition of the country along re-

ligious boundaries made the founding fathers aware that "notwith-. 

standing the common cultural heritage,without political cohesion,the 

country would disintegrate under the pressure of fissiparous fo~es ~ 14 
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It was also realised that Indian democracy, which had 

found full expression only in the 1950 Constitution, did not 

have behind it nurturing roots to give it sustenance, and was 

yet in its infancy. Hence to prevent possible breakdowns of 

Constitutional machinery in the Constituent units, it was 

essential to invest the Union with overriding powers. 

Contemporary events, also had an inevitable impact on 

the formation of the Constitution. The mood of elation evoked 

by the achievement of independence was wiped out within hours~ 

As early as March 1947• communal rioting in what was to be West 

Pakistan had led to migrations of non-muslims, and the collapse 

of the non-league government and the administration had added 

1 . 15 to communa tenslons. Yet the riots that broke out on the 

14th of August-1947, in Lahore and Amritsar, large towns lying 

just within the new border on either side, and spread out-to 

d . b d lh' 16 t' . West an East PunJa an even to De l, were catas lOplc, un-

precedented and evoked utter helplessness. Nehru termed the 

17 riots and the resulting carnage a human earthquake. The 

following weeks saw a great number of people killed millions 

uprooted from Pakistan who brought with them to India colossal 

problems that could only be tackled with the pooled strength and 

resources of the nation. 

Even as the government was struggling to deal with the 

problems born out of partition Jammu and Kashmir was invaded by 

well organised tribes men from Pakistan who were marching on 

Srinagar. An undeclared war was being waged between the two 
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countries, such a situation could obviously not continue 

indefinitely and would, if not brought under control extend 

into a regular general war. Nehru, shying away from the prospect 

of a widening war with Pakistan, accepted the solution of the 

United Nations Cornrnission. 18 A ceasefire, withdrawal of troops 

( and tribesmen ) on both sides, and that the future of Kashmir 

would be determined by a plebiscite. 19 

Princely States, free to join either dominion, posed a 

delicate problems which had to be solved in a Statesman like 

manner averting further disintegration of the country. The 

external aggression in in Kashmir as well as the outbre~k of 

violence in many parts of the country, coupled with the massive 

problems of the Princely States underscored the need of building 

a strong Centre capable of protecting the unity and integrity of 

India against dangers from both within and without. 

Once the immediate crisis of partition had been 

surmounted, freedom had to be translated into economic and social 

policy. Prime attention had to be given to the standards of 

living of the Indian people and for this great economic dispari

ties had to be overcome, within those provinces areas and regions 

that were economically and industrially relatively behind others. 20 

" ... Two questions stood out, one question was how to 

achieve a federal economic and fiscal integration, so that 

the economic policies affecting the interests of India as 

a whole could be carried out without putting an ever 
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increasing strain on the unity of India, particularly 

in the context of a developing economy. The second 

question was how to foster the development of areas 

which were underdeveloped without creating too many 

f t • 1 d • • • • b • I 21 pre eren la or lscrlmlnatlve arrlers. 1 

Not much had been done for the economic development 

of the nation in the pre-independence era. To catch up with the 

developed world, the progress that took them centuries had to be 

capsuled within a few decades. It was felt by the constitution · 

makers that such a transformation could only be brought about by 

22 strong Central govern-ment. All these considerations prompted 

the constituent Assembly to opt for a constitution which blends 

the imperatives of strong national control with the need for 

adequate local initiative. In a country too large and diverse 

for a unitary form of government, they envis~ged a system ~hich 

would be worked in a cooperation by two levels of government -

national and region~l. 

In the next section we consider how these imperatives 

of a strong union were transcribed onto the tabaleau of the 

Constitution. 

(b) The Nature of the Indian Union : 

The constitution as it emerged from the Constituent 

Assembly in 1949 had important federal features but it cannot be 

called federal in the classical sense. It cannot be called 

unitary either. It envisages a diversified political system of a 
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special type. Academicians and political pundits vary in their 

description, their perceptions falling along a continuum from 

unitary to quasi-federal to federal. This academic concern as 

to the true nature of the Indian federation is beyond the scope 

of the present study and we would proceed with the view that 1949 
• 

constitution makes India a federation with important unitary 

features. 

Article 1 describes India as a 'Union of States• 23 . 

These States are specified in the fitst schedule of the consti-

tution. Article 2,3 and 4, enable parliament to admit a new 

State, increase diminish the area of any State, or alter the 

boundaries and name of any State. A special aspect of the Indian 

Union is that the union is indestructible but not so the States. 

Dr.Arnbedkar chairman of the Drafting Committee, while introducing 

the Draft Constitution explained the position thus-

" ... though India was to be a federation, the federation 

was not the result of an agreement by the States to join 

in a federation, and that the federation not being the 

result of an agreement, no State.has the right to secede 

from it. The federation is a Union because it is indes-

tructible. ~hrogh the country may be devided into diffe-

rent States for the purposes of administration, the 

country is one integral whole , its people a single people 

living under a single imperium derived from a single 

24 source." 
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Another distinctive aspect of the Indian Union is that 

it provides for a single citizenship for the whole of India. 

There is no dual citizenship, one of the Union and the other 

25 of the States . In this respect the Indian Union differs basic-

ally frdrn the American federation that recognises a dual citizen-

ship and consequent diversity in the rights of citizens of diffe-

rent States. 

An elaborate arrangement has been made for the distribution 

of governmental powers-legislative, administrative and financial-

between the Union and the States. To make the Union strong 

weightage has been given to the Union by allocating it dominant 

26 
and relatively larger powers. 

The Union legislature or Parliament has two Houses, The 

Council of States (Rajya Sabha) and the House of the People(Lok -

Sabha) . Most federations provide for equal representation to all 

Constituent units in the Council of States. In India, however, 

representation in both is on the basis of population, though in-

direct election in the former and direct election in the latter 

is provided for. } 7 The Council of States has been given some 

special function regarding States while the.House of the people 

has been given some special role regarding financial matters. 

The subject of legislative power has been classified into 

three lists - the Union list (List-I), State list(List-II) and the 

Concurrent list (List-III) in the Seventh schedule of the Constitu-

tion. Parliament has the exclusive power to legislate with respect 
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to the Union list. Similarly the States have exclusive power 

over the State list. Parliament and the State legislatures also 

have powers to make laws with respect to any matter on the Con-

current list. Residuary powers of legislation have been vested in 

the Parliament. Normally the executive powers of the Union and 

the Statrs are co-extensive with their legislative powers. However 

with resoect to matters in the Concurrent list, the executive power 

remains with the States unless·the Constitution, or Parliament by 

law expressly provides otherwise. 28 

The Constitution also makes a distribution of taxing powers 

between the Union and the States(there is no subject of taxation 

on the Concurrent list). The Constitution recognises that the 

financial resources of the States may not be adequate for the 

discharge of their responsibilities. It therefore envisages certain 

tax revenues to be raised by the Union and shared with the States. -r 

r It provides not only for their distribution between the Union and 

the States but also among th e States interse on the recommendations 

of the Finance Cornrnission(Articles 268 to 281) . 29 

Dr.Ambedkar, while introducing the Draft Constitution, 

pointed out the need for maintaining basic uniformity within the 

country. The means adopted were three -

(i) a single judiciary, 

(ii) Uniformity of fundamental laws Civil and Criminal. 

(iii) A common All India Service to man important posts. 30 

The legislative powers of the Union were made superior to 
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those of the States in several respects. Where with respect to a 

matter, there is irrconcilable conflict or overlapping as between 

the three lists of the seventh schedule, the legislative powers of 

the States must yield to that of the Union. 31 A law made by a State 

' 
legislature, repugnent to a law made by Parliament or an existing 

law applicable in that State, in regard to any matter enumerated 

in the Concurrent list, shall be void to the extent of its repug

nancy. 32 

Every citizen in a State is subject to the laws of the 

Union and the States. Implementation of the Union laws could be 

entrusted to either a separate Union agency, if any, or to a 

State agency. The latter course has been followed in our Consti-

tution in regard to a large number of Union laws. Articles 256 

and 257 cast obligations on the States to comply with Union laws 

and the existing laws, and not to impede the exercise of the execu-

tive powernof the Union. The Union is authorised to give such 

d . . b f h. 33 1rect1ons as may e necessary or t 1s purpose. 

If a State fails to comply with any valid executive 

direction of the Union government, it shall be lawfull (under 

Article 356) for the President to hold that a situation has 

arisen that the government of a State cannot be carried out in 

accordance with the provisionce of the Constitution and therefore 

warrents action under Article 356. The Union can, with the consent 

of the State entrust functions to that government or its officers, 

notwithstanding anything in the Constitution, under Article 258(1). 
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This power extends to any matter to wh~ch the executive powers 

of the Union extends. Under Clause(2) of Article 258, Parliament 

may by law confer powers and impose duties on a State Government, 

or its officers and au.thorities, notwithstanding that it relates 

to a matter with respect to which the legislature of the State 

has no power to makE: laws~ The consent of the State is not a 

condition Precedent to the exercjse of the power under this clause. 

Article 258A provides for entrustment by a State, of functions in 

relation to any matter in respect to which the executive powers 

of the State extends with the consent of the government of India 

to the latter or its officers. 

The control of the Union executive over State legislation 

reserved for the consideration of the President is another special 

featurej of the Constitution. Article 200 provides that a Bill 

passed by a State legislature shall be presented to the Governor 

who may assent,withhold his assent, or return the same for re

consideration by the State legislature. However if the BillE passed 

again by the State legislature with or without amendment, the 

Governor shall not withhold his assent. The Governor may also 

reserve the Bill for consideration by the President (in effect 

Union Council of Ministers) who may in turn signify his assent, 

withhold the same, or return it for reconsideration. However in 

contrast to the position of the Governor, the President need not 

gi~~ his ~ssent whep such a Bill is returned with or without 

amendment after reconsideration by the legislature of the State, 

as per Article 201. There are special provisions also, some of 
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which were inserted by subsequent amendments, which require that 

certain type of State Bills for certain purposes be ~eserved for 

'd . f h 'd 3 4 consl eratlon o t e Presl ent. 

Another unique feature of the Constitution is that it 

enables the Parliament to legislate with respect to a· matter in 

the State list if the Council of States by a two-thirds majority 

of the members present and voting, declares that it is necessary 

or expedient to do so in the National interest(Article 249). Such 

a resolution remains in force for a period not exceeding one year. 

The Constitution under Article 252, also enables Parliament to 

legislate in respect to any matter in the State list, if resolu-

tions to that effect are passed by the legislatures of two or 

more States. Any Act so passed may be adopted in like manner by 

the legislatures of other States. 

Emergency Provisions: 

According to Dr.B.R.Ambedkar, Chairman of the Drafting 

Committee of the Constituent Assembly, the Constitution is "unitary 

in extraordinary situations such as war and federal in normal

times". 3 5 The Indian Constitution is unique in the sense that it 

envisages a frame work of government that would work effectively 

in times of national emergencies and makes provisions to this 

effect under Articlffi 352 to 360. 

The constitution provides for proclamation by the President 

of a grave emergency whereby the security of India is threa~ened by 

war or external aggression or armed rebellion, under Article 352. 
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When such a proclamation is in operation, the Union may ·assume 

for its organs all legislative and executive powers of the States. 

Consent of the State governments is not a condition precedent to 

such assumption( Article 353.) A proclamation of emergency has the 

effect of converting the State list to the Concurrent list and 

therefore if the Union legislates on any subject in the S~ate list, 

State laws, to the extent of repugnancy shall be null and void and 

the laws made by Parliament shall prevail. The executive powers 

of the State also become subject to the directions to the Union as 

to the manner in which these powers are to be exercised. 

Another important feature of the Constitution(under Article 

355) is the express provision casting duty on the Union to : 

(a) Protect every State against external aggression and internal 
' 

disturbance and 

(b) ensure that the government of every State is carried out 

in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution. 

Public order is the responsibility of the States, however the State 

governments may require the assistance of the Union's armed forces 

for this purpose. In case of a serious disorder amounting to 

'internal disturbance' the Union may deploy its forces, to put it 

3:6 
down. 

If the President on receipt of a report from the Governor 

of a State, or otherwise, is satisfied that a situation has arisen 

in which the government of the State cannot be carried out in 
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accordance with the provisions of the Constitution, he may by 

proclamation assume to himself all or any of the functions of the 

State government or all or any of the powers vested in or exer

cisable by the Governor or any authority in the State. He may also 

declare that the powers of the legislature of the State shall ·be 

exercisable by or under the authority of Parliament (Article 356.) 

The purpose of Union intervention under this Article is to remedy 

a breakdown of the Constitutional machinery in a State and to 

restore the functioning in accordance with the Constitution.~? 

Yet another type of emergency, namely, Financial e~ergency 

is envisaged under Article 360 of the Constitution. If the Presideet 

is satisfied that a situation has arisen whereby the financial 

stability or credit of India or any part of its territory is 

threatened he may proclaims a financial emergency. When such an 

emergency is in operation, executive authority of· ·the Unic:m extends 

to the giving of directions to the State for th~ purpose of securing 

observance of canons of financial propriety. 

In all the above cases the 'President' actually means 

the Union Council· of Ministers in as much as under Article 74 the 

Pres~dent is required to act on the aid and advise of the Council. 

A promulgation under any of these articles effectively transfers 

political and administrative power to the Union, making the systems 

centralized and authoritarian .. 

Inter-Dependence: 

Federalism makes for a dynamic ever-changing polity. A 

process of cooperation and shared action between two or me~e levels 
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f . th . . . d d d . 3 8 
o government, Wl. lncreaslng lnter epen ence an centrlst trends. 

The framers of the Indian Constitution took note of these changing 

concepts add functional realities. Avoiding a dogmatic approach, 

they fashioned a system of two-tier polity in which the predominant 

strength of the Union is blended with the essence of cooperative 

federalism. Several features and provisions of the Constitution 

appear to have been deli~r~ely design~d to institutionalize the 

concept of cooperation. 

In the legislative sphere the most important of these 

is the provision of a fairly wide field of Concurrent jurisdiction. 

It was realised that there was a category of subjects of common 

interest which could not be allocated exclusively either to the 

States or the Union. However, a certain uniformity of law was 

essential in the national interest and therefore these were inclueed 

in the Concurrent list. The list includes such important subjects 

as criminal law and procedure, economic and social planning, educa-

t . . 1 d. h . 1 d . 3 9 lOn lnc u lng tee nlca e ucatlon. 

Moreover, several entries in the Union list are expressly 

interwined with certain items in the State list. These entries have 

been so designed that Parliament may by making a declaration by law 

of public interest or national importance, assume to the extent 

so declared, jurisdiction to legislate on the State··list. 40 ~xamples 

Of matter in this category are provided by entries 7,23,24,27,32,52, 

53,54,56,62,63,64 and 67 of the Union list. 41 

Overlappinq responsibility between the Union and the States 
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may also occur when aspects of the same subject are put in more 

than one list. For example, different aspects of 'trade and 

commerce' find mention in all the three lists, namely entries 41 

and 42 in list-I, entry 26 in list-II and entry 33 in list-III. 42 

These criss-cross patterns of entries in the lists indicate not only 

flexibility in the division of powers but also postulates coopera

tion between the Union and the States in their working. There are 

inbuilt techniques in Articles 246 and 254 for resolvin~ conflict 

and ensuring harmony and cooperation between the Union and the States 

in the exercise of their legislative powers in areas of overlapping 

jurisdiction. 

The Constitution also envisages forums for resolving 

issues and ensuring coordination of policy and action in the exer

cise of governmental functions by the Union and the States. ~ticle 

263 enables the President to establish an Inter-state Council for 

enquiring into and advising upon disputes between States and for 

investigating and discussing subjects in which some or all of the 

States or the Union and one or more of the States have common 

interest. The Council may make recommendations upon any such 

subject, particularly for better co-ordination of policy and action 

with respect to such subjects. 43 

In the area of Inter-State trade and commerce the Consti-

tution(Article 307) contemplates the appointment of an authority 

for·carrying out the purposes of Articles 301 to 394. Parliament 
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has also been enabled by law to provide for the adjudication of 

disputes relating to waters of inter-State rivers or river valleys, 

as per Article 262. The Inter-State River Water Disputes Act 1956 

provides for the Constitution of Tribunals for adjudication of 

such disputes. 

The role and structure of the Judiciary also institution

alise the idea of co-operative federalism. Although the Constitu

tion empowers the Parliament to establish separate courts for 

the enforcement of Union laws, it has, in the interest of ·unity 

and integrity of the nation and the economy, continued the system 

of a single integrated judiciary for the Union and the States. 44 

The Supreme Court is at the apex of the combined judicial system. 

Article 301 confers exclusive and original jurisdiction on the 

Supreme Court to decide cases between the Union and the States 

inter Se. Judges of the Supreme Court are a~pointed by 

the President after consultation with the Chief Justice of··India 

and such judges of the Supreme Court and the High Courts as the 

President may deem necessary. For every State or group of States 

and Union Territory there is a High Court. Judges of the High~ 

Court are appointed byfue President after consultation with the 

Chief Justice of the High Court, the Governor and the Chief Justice 

of India. 

The role of the judiciary in India, as in most federations, 

is one o~ guardian of the Constitution. With a view to maintaining 

the Constitutional division of powers, the Constitution authorises 
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Courts to review and pronounce upon the Constitutional .vares of 

the legislative and executive actions of the Union and the States. 

The comprehensive nature of the constitution , the detai~denumera-

tion of powers of the Union and the States and: the comparative ease 

with which the Constitution can be amended, limit the scepe for 

bringing about , through judicial interpretatioQ any substantial 

alteration in the balance of Union State relations. There are only 

a few judgements of the Supreme Court in this area, dealing directly 

45 
with the Constitutional issues between the Union and the States. 

A review of these would show that most of them has, in effect, 

up-held the primacy of the Union vis-a-vis the States. The need 

for a strong united India , which was the prime objective before 

the Constitution makers appears to have been the silent premise 

dominating the process of adjudication of the Union-State disputes 

4 -
in these cases. 6 

(c) Reform Proposals: 

The working of Union-State relations since the inception 

of the Constitution, has witnessed continuous expansion of the 

responsibilities of the national government. The centralizing-trend 

in the Indian federation, echoed by most other federal governments, 

could be attributed to various factors. Broad socio-political-econo-

mic concerns, as well as particularistic legislative and executive 

action of the Union. The predominent position of the Congress in 

the Indian political system for a long period of time, helped 

consolidate this trend. As also the taking over of the functions 
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normally left to the States through the exercise of dominant 

legislative power. Acts passed by Parliament by virtue of entries 

52 and 54 of the Union list are typical examples. Under entry 52, 

Parliament has passed the Industries (Development and Regulation) 

Act 1951. As a result , the Union now controls a very large number 

of Industries mentioned in Schedule-r of the Act. The Constitutional 

effect is that to the extent of the control taken over by the Union 

by virtue of this Act, the power of the State legislatures with 

respect to the subject of 'Industries', under entry 24 of the State 

1 . h b '1 d 47 lst as een curtal e . · Similar Acts have ·granted greater 

powers to the Union at the expense of the States. 

Centralised planning through the planning Commission is 

a conspicuous example of how through an executive process, the 

role of the Union has extended into areas such as irrigation and 

fisheries, soil and water conservation, minor irrigation, ~rea 

development, and rual reconstruction and housing etc. which lie 

4 8 
within the State field. The Planning Comm:b.ssion set up as an 

advisory body has over the years assumed considerable importance 

vis-a-vis the Finance Commission. The role of the Finance Commi-

ssion has come to be limited to chanalising the reven e transfers 

(including a very small capital compcnent). The capital resources 

(including a revenue component)are now transferred on the re-

commendation of the Planning Commission. 

It would be simplistic however, to presume that a cou~try 
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as diverse as India, a polity as complex as ours would follow 

a unilinear path towards centralization. Centralizing centripetal 

forces, mainly economic, have been accompanied by the development 

of very strong centrifugal forces, unleashed in the country on 

account of break-up of old political order, split of national 

parties, ever increasing exploitation of populist slogans, and 

caste, language , money and muscle power in elections!·-9 The very 

logic of development brings to the forefront the aspirations of 

the minority groups, which increasingly clamour for a share of the 

national cake. This is a positive development. Negatively, 

how~ever, the emergence of linguistic chauvinism and fissiparous 

tendencies all point to rough weather ahead for our ship of State. 

Federalism makes for a political system that depends on 

mutual cooperation and interdependence to be able to function 

effectively. This very dynamism of the system with all its checks 

and balances brings in its wake problems and conflicts in the 

working of Union-St~te relations. These irritants and 'tension 

areas' have been expressly manifest since the 1967 elections when 

the uni-party rule at both levels of government, crumbled sowing 

the seeds of a multi-party polity. Discontent and debate as to the 

institutions and processes of federalism in India, held in check 

throgh the extra-Constitutional mechanism of the party, now carne 

increasingly to light. 

Rationalisation of the boundaries of the Indian political 

units on the basis of certain principles such as langtlage and culture 
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was affected in 1955-56, based on the recommendations of the States 

Reorganisation Commission, set up for the task. The Commission 

noted that the unique feature of all the States of the Indian Union 

Wa th t f th t d II • • • • 11 • 50 s a none o em represen e a pre-ex1st1ng sovre1gn un1t . 

The reorganisation of of States could, •only be regarded as 

providing the necessary adjustments to remove tensions and to 

enable the Union to function more effectively. It is a Union of 

India that is the basis of our nationality. It is that Union that 

h 5 1 our opes for the future are centered on". Although the pers-

pective of the Commission was distinctly centralist, the formation 

of federal units in India on linguistic and cultural basis in 1956 

(and afterwards) strengthened the democratic forces in the process 

of federalisation. 5 · 2 

Several perspectives on federal issues have since been 

expressed. Ranging from demands of complete autonomy for the States, 

to the plea for strong centralized federation, these perspectives 

fall along a continuum. Many are of the opinion that the basic 

structure of the Constitution is sound and should not be tempered 

with. On the other hand there are those who are of the view that 

it requires drastic alteration so as to bring it in accord with 

their own perception of an ideal federal State. 

The Rajamannar Commission: 

After the elections of 1967 several non-Congress goyernments 

came to power in various States. The Dravida Munnetra Kazagam govern-
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-rnent that carne to power in Tarnilnadu, appointed a Commission to 

examine the entire question of the relationship that should subsist 

between the Centre and the States. It was also to consider the 

existing provision of the Constitution with a view to suggesting 

5::3 changes to secure maximum autonomy for the States. 

The Commissions' report submitted in 1971, argues that 

"the demand for more and fuller powers to the States and the need 

for amending the Constitution to the extent necessary is not a new 

phenomenon arising out of the change in the political complexion 

of Tamil Nadu Government. The question had been simmering almost 

. h . . th '1 u 54 ever s1nce t e Const1tut1on was on e anv1 . No widespread 

Union-States conflict ensued due to the uni-party rule at the Centre 

and at the States. The need for safeguards for the States has been 

felt ever since the inception of the Constitution against the strong 

domination of the Centre not only on general policies but also in 

spheres that exclusively belong· to the States. The Commission 

derides the tendency on the part of the Centre to exercise control 

over the States, drastically affecting the autonomy of the States. 

The uni-party rule has "encouraged Parliament to consider itself the 

apex of the legislative pyramid. The Prime-Minister and other 

Ministers have not hesitated to take an indirect and some times even 

a direct hand in settling and deciding issues which are Constitu-

tionally the responsibility of the States. The limited sovreignity 

of the States is thus being surrounded by usage and sufferance -.and 
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it would be difficult for a State later to reassert or regain 

its Constitutional authority" 55. 

The limited autonomy of the States is being further 

circumscribed by the "Centre assuming the initiative in crucial 

spheres of finance and Planning. In some measure, the States 

are also discontented about the resttillntffiought to be clamped on 

their initiative in what is purely their own responsibility like 

5 16 the maintenance of internal peace and law and order." 

Although, the acceptance of the Centre's authority even 

by Congress Ministers had not always been unquestioned, This pattern 

of setteling Centre-State relations at the Congress High Command 

level would not possibly be extended to conditions prevailing at a 

time when non Congress Ministries were in power in some of the 

States. 57 

The Commission quotes with approval Wheare, who delianates 

the "self-conciousness and self assertiveness of ~he regional 

58 governments", which is slowly but perceptively gaining ground 

in India as a decentralizing force. Annadura-i is quoted to emphasize 

that a reallocation of powers between the Centre and the States was 

necessary as "th e ideal Centre was one which left sufficient 

powers to the States and kept just enought powers to itself to 

5 Q • 
protect the integrity and sovreignity of ·the country. ~ AnnaduraJ. 

further calls for a strengthening of the resource base of the States 
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to enable them to meet the developmental demands of the times. 

Once the plan resources have been allocated on an agreed basis 

the States should be left free to utilize .them in accordance with 

their own judgement. 60 

Accordingly the Commissio~ recommended considerable 

curtailment of the Centre's legislative powers and consequent 

increase in those of the States. The Residuary powers were to go 

to the States. It recommended the creation of an inter-state 

council which would consist of all Chief Ministers and the Prime 

Minister and would give is opinion on all matters of national 

importance. Its advi.se would normally be bind~ in~ ·on the eentre 

and the States , there would be an considerable_increase in the 

financial resourcess of th e States with Corporation tax form-'ihg 

a part of the divisible pool. An autonomous Planning Commission 

was to be created, with no member of the government of India beigg 

on it. The discretionary powers of the Governor were to be curtailed. 

Articles 356 and 357 regarding the breakdown of Constitutional 

machinery in the States were to be omitted as also Article 360 

regarding financial emergency. The council of States(Rajya Sabha) 

6'1 
was to have equal representation of all the States. · 

The Rajamannar Commission's perspective was a reflection 

of Dravida Munnetra Kazagam- ideology. It was premised on the 

traditional understanding of wh at federlism was all about - the 

States the primary units would come together for com.rnon. interes;t 
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and giv~~ up some powers to a Central administrative set up. 

The Centre would have the minimum powers required to ensure 

uniformity and to protect the unity and integrity of the Nation. 

This would facilitate the creation of a relatively weak Centre 

with strong states. The Commission opined that this alone could 

stabilize the balance of relationship between the Centre and th e 

Stages. The Commission's report was not acceptable to the govern-

ment of India although it provided an important document of npn-

Congress opinion as to Centre-State relationship. 

Administrative Reforms Commission: 

The report of the Administrative Reforms Commission 

published in June 1969 presented a different perspective. beginning 

with th.e premise that the unity of India was of paramount importance 

it was of the view that, "no Constitutional amendment is necessary 

for ensuring proper and harmonious relations between the Centre 

and the States, in as much as the provisions of the Constitution 

governing Centre and State relations are adequate for the purpose 

of meeting any situation or resolving any problems that may arise 

. h' f' " 6 ') 1n t 1s 1eld. - Hanamanthaiya, the Chairman of the Commission 

was of the opinion that,"The Constitutional edifice of India is 

neither unitary nor federal in the strict sense of the term." 

The nr~por.t called for greater interface between the 

Finance Commission and the Planning Commission. The Finance 

Commissions role was· to be made 'more effective, it was to m-ake 

recommendations w>.ich would govern the distribution of plan grants 

to the States. The appointment of the Einance Commission was to be 
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so timed that when making its recommendation it would have before 

it an outline of the five year plan as prepared by the Planning 

Commission. A member of the Finance Commission coulq be appointed 

to the planning Commission in order to secure the effective 

coordination of the Finance Commission· with the Plan. Loans to 

the Sta~e governments for plan schemes were to be given only when 

they were of the productive type. The assistance for non-productive 

capital schemes would be in the form of capital grants. 6 ·3 

The conciliation-cooperation approach was encouraged. The 

Chief Minister should be consulted before the appointment of the 

Governor of the State, who should be a person who has had a long 
- ' 

experience in public life and administration and can be trusted -

to rise above party prejudices and predilections. He was , however, 

to retain his discretionary powers and must make adhoc reports to 

the President based on his own judgement. He should not only receive 

information as provided for in Article 167 but should actively 

look for it. with a view to discharging his Constitutional respon

sibilities effectively. 64 

The Commission recommended that· an Inter-State Council 

should be Constituted under Article 263 of the Constitution. It 

may consist of -

(i) The Prime Minister as Chairman, 

(ii) The Finance Minister, 

(iii) The Ho:-t"'.e Minister, 

(iv) The leader of the opposition in the Lok Sabha(when one is 
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not available representative should be elected by the opposition 

parties by single transferable vote.) 

(v} Five representatives, one each from five zonal Council. 

Any Union Cabinet Minister or Chief Minister who may be concerned 

with a particular subject may be invited for discussion when the 

relevant subject is under consideration. 

All inter State , Centre State differences may be settled by 

mutual discussions. To the extent possible these should be held in 

Camera 65 
Only the decisions may be issued in the form of statements. 

The use of Naval, Military or Airforce or any other armed forces of 

the Union , in aid of civil power can be made either at the instance 

of the State governments or sue - motu by the Centre. The Centre 

was to continue to exercise its discretion to deploy them for maintai-

ning public order for purposes of this Centre such as protection of 
'; 

Central property, Staff and works. 66 

The report thus displayed a prominent Centralist tendency, long 

standing State grievances were recognised but resolutions were to be 

dependent on the goodwill of the Centre. The Centre was to maintain 

predominant position in the polity with the State as secondary appendages 

little if at·all, decentralization of actual power and decision making 

authority was suggested. The report did not envisage sweeping changes 

in the Constitution which was considered flexible enough to ensure its 

successful working, provided those who were in power meant to work it in 

tlie:~$pirit in which the founding fathers intended it to work. 
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The West Bengal Document 1977: 

On the oth·~r side of the spectrum is the document adopted 

by the West Bengal Communist Party Of India(M~rxist) cabinet in 

Decernber-1977. While it was a Centralized federation that found 

expression in the 1950 Constitution, it was the idea of considerable 

State autonomy within a federal framework that had gained acceptance 

in the public mind during-the course of the freedom movement. As 

the document "India has been inhabited since ancient-times by 

diverse peoples, diverse in language and culture. United before 

independence in their common aspiration for freedom from Colonial 

bondage, they are today united in their common aspiration to build 

a prosperous life for themselves, as well as to develop fully the 

national resources, free from imperialists interferences and 

according to their respective socio-economic , linguistic and 

cultural needs ~~~7 

The perspective therefore, is of diverse nationalities 

corning together to strengthen common goals. The primacy would 

consequently lie with the federating units rather than with the 

Central government. The document goes on to deplore the fact that 

while the demand has been growing for greater powers to the States 

as to make their autonomy real and effective, there have been 

persistent efforts to erode the limited powers of the States and 

to reduce the democratic functioning of the governments there. 
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The document views the establishment of a multi party 

system as a healthy democratic development that gives a boost 

to the development~£ federalism in India. A strong and unified 

India can only be one in which the States are respected and not 

treated with disdain. Devolution of powers to the State would 

help ward off fissiparious tendencies. The plea for strong States 

need not mean a weak Centre. The document argues for strong Sta~es 

and a strong Centre, Once their respective spheres of authority 

are clearly marked out. An amendment to the Constitution of India 

is called for to ensure the effective functioning of federalism 

in India. 

The recommendations include the inclusion of the word 

federal in the Preamble, the transfer of Residuary powers to the 

States, mutual non-interference in each others spheres of authority 

by the Centre and the States. Equal representation for all States 

in Rajya Sabha, expansion of State finances with 75% of the total 

revenue falling within the devisible pool. The deletion of Ar~icles 

356, 357- & 360 regarding emergency provisions, as also Articles 200 

and 201 which empower the Governor to reserve Bills passed by the 

Assembl~ for the President's assent. The Centre would preserve its 

authority in subjects such as defense , foreign affairs, trade, 

currency, communication and economic coordination. The Centre would 

E'.lso work to affect coordination and lay down general guidelines·. 

:tn the sphere of economic planning the Centre would conform to guide

lines of the National Development Council, constituted to give re-
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-presentation to both the Centre and the States. 68 

This "comprehensive proposal for federal reform" 

accompanied by the suggestion that a national conference be convened 

to discuss the question of autonomy for the States. The reaction 

of the (then) Janata Government was hostile. Morarji Desai declared 

that this was unnecessary and that 'the country is one. The pa~ty 

and the government were satisfied with the existing situation. 69 

Federal concerns have weighed heavily on the minds of 

politicians and academicians ever since. The Srinagar Declaration, 

signed by 16 major non-Congress parties & 5 Chief Ministers re

cognised that the democratic values of our freedom- struggle are 

under assult, and the assertive trend of Centralization of power 

leading to authoritariaism has resulted in disturbing signs of 

alienation in some parts of the country. 
70

There is therefore, need 

to review Centre -State relations. The meeting welcomed·,·the 'appoint-

ment of the Sarkaria Commission, although this to them- was an 

inadequate step. It was nevertheless in the right direction. 

Sarkaria's voluminous report has provided considerable mat~rial 

for analysis , that is the focus of this work. 
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Chapter-III. 

The Role of the Centre. 

This chapter is an attempt at examining the 

sphere of Central functioning in the light of submissions made 

to the Sarkaria Commission by various political parties. It 

would be in order to examine in passing the position of the 

Central Govern~ent as envisaged by the makers of the 1950 

Constitution, as also the role of the Central government has come 

to play during 40 years of federal functioning. 

The Constitution of India envisages a ' Union of States' 

, a polity with a strong Centre. That the Indian federation is 

coloured with several unitary features is a fact which is gene-

rally accepted and which has been explained in some detail in the 

previous chapter. The Constituent Assembly adopted such a frame 

work for the Indian Polity in the light of certain circumstances 

while keeping in mind the gigantic task of socio-economic develop-

ment that long ahead. Such a system it was felt would _facilate the 

achievement of India's ambitions as aiso enhance and encourage 

unity and integrity amongst the federating units. 

The 40 years of federal functioning in india have witnessed 

a continuous expansion of the responsibilities of the Union 

government. The factor which have brought about this centralizating 

trend, are many and varied. Such forces can be identified within 

J:: • • h 1' 1 h f ~ost Lederatlons as ln Canada, t e USA and Austra la. , as t e ocus 
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of this study is to be political parties, it would be pertinent to 

examine the transformations that have occured within the federal 

structures and institutions as a result of their constant inter-

action with evolving political processes. 

India has witnessed a uni-party rule for the past 35 years 

with a few brief exceptions. The norms envolved as a result have 

had a lasting impact on federal structure and Constitute a power-

ful constraint on the independent exercise of powers by States even 

in the periods of multi-party federal functioning. 2 The limited 

autonomy granted to states has been surrounded by'usage and sufferance' 

and it has become increasingly difficult for the states to reassert 

or regain its Constitutional authority. ' Irritantq' and 'tension' 

areas' in federal functioning have in the past been prevented from 

erupting into major issues through the resolution of crisis at party 

forums. 

The party resolution that have commanded the Congress govt. 

in the States to pursue certain policy have been th ose which have 

been passed by th e Working Committee, and obviously have reflected 

the thinking of the Central Govt. The basic policies are evolved at 

the top of the party organisation which are passed on to the State 

f lb . d' 1 t. 3 government or e a orat1on an 1mp emen at1on. 

Moreoverthe presence or absence of democratic decision 

making processes within parties particularly when they dominate 

the party system, have a direct impact on the functioning of the 
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federal system, it can be argued that given the overiding 

powers of the Centre in the institutional framework itself, the 

extent to which federal principles incorporated in the Constitution 

can operate effectively depends primarily on the degree of federal 

functioning within the parties in power at the Centre. 4 

These and other concerns have a bearing upon the analyses 

that follows:-

The Indian National Congress. 

The All India Congress Committee(I) in its memorandum to 

the Sarkaria Commission highlights, the monarchical and highly cen-

tralized polity that existed in India in British times. The Act 

of 1935 made a bold departure in as much as in place of the unitary 

structure of the Indian Polity, the Act precribed a :I,ederO:tibn,. 

treating the provinces and the Princely States as units of the 

federation, albeit it was still to be a unitary and centralized 

government, with the Governor-General in Council as the key stone 

of the whole Constitutional edifice. 5 The Act is important as the 

division of powers between the Centre and the Brovinces adopted

by the Act are largely adopted by ~t-he Constitution of India~ 

The memorandum asserts that at the time when the Constituent 

Assembly proceeded to forge a Constitution for India, the circumstances 

obtaining did not justify the adoption of a decentralized federal 

structure "With the creation of Pakistan and the abolition of the 

native States, whatever justification haa e:x·i.sted for a loose 
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federation disappeared." 7 

Normally, in a federation the independent States which 

desire Union but not unity, shed a part of their sovereignity to 

set up a Central authority, ret.aining all the Residuary powers with 

themselves. In the Indian experience however, a unitary structure 

had to be broken up to set up a federation. The Centre had all the 

powers concentrated in the unitary form and parted with some powers 

in the favour of provinces beingmnverted into States. 8 The study 

of the Constitution would result in the inescapable conclusion 

that the framers of the Constitution provided for a strong Centre 

with State antonomy as demarcated in and deriving from the Consti

tution. The first Article of the Indian Constitution describes 

India as a •union of States,• even though the founding fathers 

wished to established a democratic Republic. 

The 1 strength• of the Centre, however, is not considered a 

;static concept ~trength according to the AICC (I) memorandum should 

be taken as a function of effectiveness. Any fresh power calculated 

to ensure the con~inued effectiveness of the Centre should not be 

looked upon either as unwarranted assumption of more power by the 

Centre as such or as erosion of the powers of the States. The right 

approach would be to look upon the Centre and the States as partners 

and the division of powers as the modus to get the multifaceted 

t'unctions o+= oovernrrent ner.fOorm~- bv the appropriate Constitutional agency·. 
9 
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The document identifies several areas in which the inadequacy 

of the Centre's existing powers have· been demonstrated in recent 

years. Law and orders problems particularly in the context of 

communal or sectarian clashes have underscored the limitatinns 

of local law enforcing agencies. The Centre, it is argued, needs 

to be empowered to face with strength the determined efforts of 

disruptionist and deestablising forces. By such empowerment the 

States would ioose nothing, while if no such steps are taken the 

nations unity and secular character could be imperilled. We have 

a long boarder to protect, for the purposes of which a strong 

C t 'th d t . . d' bl 10 en re Wl a equa e powers 1s 1n 1spensa e. 

In the State of Rajasthan and others Vs Union of India etc .. 

Chief Justice M.H.Beg, is quoted that , "if the special needs 

df our country to have political coherence, national integration and 

planned economic developments of all parts of the country, so as to 

build a l~7elfare State where Justice, social, econo1Dic and political 

are to be prevail and rapid strides are to be taken towards ful-

filling the other noble aspirations set out in the Preamble, a 

strong Centre seems inevitable. It is the country's need that at 

any rate seems to be the basic assumption behind a number of our 

• t t • 1 • • 11 II const1 u 1ona prov1s1ons. 

That being the perspective, the document, goes on to deal with 

legislative relations.Article -249, which confers powers on the 

Parli;=~.rrtent to nake laws with respect to any matter enumerated: i.:h. the 

State list, nrovided the Council of the States empowers it to db :·so ' . .'."' 
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• 
by the requisite rnajority, is found adequate and appropriate. It 

. 
has not been misused during the last 35 years and hence no change 

is called for. No change is called for in the distribution of 

legislative powers, unless it is to arm the Centre with greater 

t d 1 . th t . d . . t d . 12 powers o ea w1 error1sm an sess1on1st en enc1es. 

It is argued that the very fact that the Governor has been 

ass±~ a number of functions under various provisions of the 

Constitution makes it abundantly clear that the office of the 

Governor is indespensible to our set up. It is essential for the 

Governor to be armed with discritionary powers, and for him to 

exercise them, in order to enable him to fulfill his Consti~utional 

obligations towards the State. In the case of Presidents rule 

under Article 356. He become the agent of the President. The 

Governors have so far played their role satisfactorily and succe-

ssfully in the contect of Centre State relations. Articles 200 and 

201 which empower the Governor to retain certain Bills for 

Presidential assent are essential to ensure that there is no conflict 

between the Central laws and State laws and hence should be retai-

13 ned. 

Administrat.~YE:} powers of the Union under Articles 256,257,365 

and 356. empower the Union to give directions to the States in the 

exercise of the executive power of the Union and these are sought 

to be retained. All India services inculcate abroad National 

outlook in the Officers and are generally not guided by narrow 

regional or parochial considerations and hence no change is called 
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for. Central Rese~ve Police and other Armed forces of the Union 

are equally important to combat disturb~ncas and hence 

essential to the interests of the Indian nation. 14 

A Council under Article 263is not a necessity in fact 

"the general establishment of such a Council is ~rought with 

unsavoury consequences even if the Council is to be presided over 

by the Prime-Minister. 15 " 

The existing financial arrangements are formed satisfactorily 

and any alteration is bound to create imbalances and the weaking 

of the National fabric. The plea to transfer greater resources to 

the the States is basedr on inadequate appreciation of the 

resource constraints facing the Centre. 16 

While it is not possible to transfer any of the taxation 

powers of the Centre to the States ,it is found that there is 

considerable· buoyancy in the taxation base of the States under 

the existing system. State governments in order to keep in tact 

their vote banks do not levy taxes (on agricultural income for 

examples) 
. ' 17 

and shed crocodile tears of shortage of resources. 

The planning exercise is seen as a national endeavour, with 

the State plans being only a part of the National plan. The planning 

commission formulates the concept of the National plan, and the States 

formulate their plarn accordingly. The Union assists the States by 

undertaking Centtally-sponsored schemes in various regions where 

the States are unable to undertake such schemes, sometimes giving 
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grants for the purpose etc ..... On this vital and relevant consi-

deration it is submitted that there lS no · justification for any 

18 change in the present pattern. 

The Kerala Unit of the Indian National Congress however 

presents a different perspective, The memoramdum, distinctly pointS 

out that, "there is concentration of economic power at the Centre 

the economic power of the State govt. and that of Districts vis-a-

vis the States in turn is seen to be far meagre in relatio~ to 

h ' 1 1 d f' d 'b '1' ' II 
19 t e1r c ear y e 1ne respons1 1 1t1es . Moreover the present 

institutional frame work d6es not give the Stat~s sufficient role 

in policy formation process. It is necessary, therefore, to establish 

an interstate council with adequate representation to State govern

ments ~ 0 

The CPI and the CPI(M). 

For purposes of analysis, the two major Communist parties 

of India are dealt with as forminq a unit, though there are differences 

in their positions as to federal concerns and issues, these do not 

form the focus of study here. Their perspective/informed as it is 

by their ide-::>logy which finds inspiration-in similar sources 

is essentially similar, as is evident from their memorandums submitted 

to Sarkaria Commission. 

The 1950 Constitution retained most of the provisions of- the 

Government Of India Act 1935 , including the special powers confered 
.lhr.. . 

on Governor. The ldea being to prevent the balkanization of the nation 
'I 

by keeping the State under tight Central supervision. Also the 
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bouryeosiewhich stood at the head of the freedom movement and 

which now became the ruling class was interested in an extensive 

horne market, which requires~cen~alized rather than a federal 

state.
21 

While it was a centralized federation that found expression 

in the 1950 Constitution, it was the idea of Considerabl~ State 

autonomy within a federal framework that had gained acceptance 

in public mind during the course lOt th~ 'fr~tstr\l(j~£$. As the 

freedom movement developed, the various linguistic communities 

or ' ationalities' , in search of their distinct identity in 

the federal .set up started demanding .the formation of seperate 

ptates for thernselves. 22 

The emphasis therefore is on unity in diversity. The 

picture is of diverse peoples(if not independent govt.) ~orning 

together to strengthen common goals of- 'building prosperous lives 

for themselves and developing fully their national resour~es." 

Thus , though it was the idea of a federal scheme with 

wide autonomy for the provinces that carne to be . w.oven into 

the fabric of the future constitution during the freedom struggle, 

it was a centralized federation which was adopted by the 1950 

constitution. 

"T£10ugh our Constitution is broadly a federal one' what 

23 predominates it are its Unitary features". , and "while the basic 

nature of the Constitution was declared to be federal in principle 

. l' . 24" its content was excess1ve centra 1zzt1on. A persual of the 
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VII schedule of the Constitution would show that the autonomy 

and the powers of the states in the legislature economic and 

administrative spheres are circumscribed and subordinated to 

those of the Centre. FurJchcr>more even this restricted autonomy 

has been steadily eroded and undermined during the decades since 

the Constitution was framed and adopted. The fact that the saffie 

political party,was in power at the Centre as well as in the State 

encouraged this process. The states were made to surrender 

voluntarily the rights that they had in the original provisions 

of the Constitutions. Therefore the rnornernent pa.rties .other than 

th~ Congress carne to power at the State level the question of 

Centre-State relationsbecarne an issue of critical debate. 

Both the CIP and CIP(M) catagorically State that the 

roots of our present problem lie in the Constitution itself, it 

is not just the working of the Constitution that is at fault, but 

th . . 11 25 e prov1s1on s:ts we . 

A strong and unified India can only be one in which the 

democratic aspirations of the people of the different States are 

respected and are not treated disdain. Devolution of powers to 

the States may :help in warding ofrfissiperous tendencies instead 

of encouraging them. 

The emphasis is clearly on obtaining greater powers for the 

states however the idea is not to ::render the Centre in-effective. 

The CPM Central Committee document clearly states, "Our party, 

stands for the unity of the country and fightsall forces of -:Ciis-

integration, we definitely stand for a:,~effective centre capab,le 

of defending the country, organising and consolidating its economic 
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life and adeq1Jately arm ed with powers to discharge its jobs 

like foreign policy communic-ation foreign trade etc ..... "26 

Unfortunately this for unity and desire that 

India should be protected against external · aggression has been 

exploited by the ruling party. to. appropriate dictatorial powers 

to the Centre. The ruling party's- i'dea of a strong centre is a 

dictatorial centre carrying out its 27 behests. Clearly 

then the Cbmmunist parties while not questioning the sphere 

of the Central functioning in important concerns of National 

interest would welcome a greater association of the federating 

units with the policy formulation. A democratization of the 

decision making process is not a desire that could render the 

centre ineffective. Moreover the concept of a strong centre 

has over the years come to be equated with the size of the 

centrally· functioning , a quantitative reconing of the subjects 

under direct central administration. A strong centre would be 

one that functions effectively and authoritatively within its 

over allotted sphere, with outencroaching upon the sphere of the 

States It is not the strength of the centre pcrse that the 

communist parties oppose, it is the over-riding powers of the 

centre in relation to the States that are questioned. A strong 

centre .-c'a:oa.ble·- of effective socio-economic change is a pre··requisite 

of socialistic development and is enshrinedin concept of democratic 

socialism, that thee communist parties desire. As such they declare 

- "We are definitely for strong States but on account do we want a 

weak centre". 28 
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Thus, the States are enjoined to act in such a way while 

exercising, :tJ:=ieir full rights in their own spheres, that they do 

not transgress the sphere allotted to the central govt. Union 

autho~!ti ty is sought to be preserved and strengthened in subjects 

that can be carried out only by the central authority and not by any 

defence,foreign affairs, including 

goreign trade, currency and comminication & ~. econ6mic coordination' 

In areas such as planning, fixing of prices, weighes etc .... , the 

centre may not only coordinate but also issue general directions. 

Heavy industries, electrical powers, oil and coal or irrigation 

schemes which concern more than one state have to be kept in the 

. 1' h h b 1' 29 Un1.on 1st, so t at t ere can e a common po 1cy. 

The Centre is also to have the overall responsibility 

of working for integrated economic development, and the 

strengthening of the economy with due regard to the nee& and 

legitimate aspirations of the under developed states and regions. 30 

This would clearly give to the centre a distributive and intervention-

· .ist role·which'±s a long way from the idea of a weak Centre. 

Bhartiya Janata Party. 

The Indian Constitution has been described as quasi-

federal by many constitutional experts. It has a pronounced 

unitary bias. However a vast country like India can be administered 

only through regional governments. As there are particular problems 

pertaining to different parts of the country.Hence solutions are 

bound to be different as well. Thus decentralization is .:imperative, 
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both to strengthen the democracy and to ensure the efficient 

31 governance of the country. 

The working of Constitutional arrangements as to distri

bution of Po'l'ler & functions have re~ulted in strains and tensions 

in Centre-State relations. While the Centre has to be prevented 

from becoming authoritarian, the States cannot become Centres of 

parallel or conflicting loyalty. 

The BJP is of the opinion that nothing should be done to 

weaken the unity of the country. Continuing conflict or fri ction 

between the Centre and the States should be eliminated. The pro-

isions of the ~onsJ~itution should be implemented in both law and· 

spirit. Unfortunately this has not happened while the Centre conti-

nues to grab more and more powers, the States have not devolved 
. 32 

powers to local bodies. 

Although the Indian Constitution is seem as flexible enough 

and the development of conventions and procedures might help ease 

tensions, these in themselves may not be enough - some changes in the 

33 Constitution itself are also suggested. 

However the BJP is in consonance with the founding fathers 

of the Constitution in favouring the unitary character of the Indian 

Constitu~ion and does not favour changes to undermine this arrange

ment. As the Raja Mannar ·commission Report, suggested.) 34 

Specifically no change is favoured in Article 25l(inconsis-
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tancy in laws of Parliament and laws made by legislatures of 

States), Article 256(0bligation of States and the Union) 

Article 257 (Control of the Union over the States) 

Article 348 (Language to be used in the Supreme Court, High 

Court etc.) and Article 355 (duty of the Union to protect the 

States). 

The distribution of legislature power made in lists I,II 

and . 
III are accepted by and large. Administrative and executive 

powers of the Union, which extend in consonence with its 

legislative powers are accepted ·as such. Devolution of powers 

to the States are recommended basically in the financial sphere. 

The post of the Governor is to be retained, although his role 

is to be limited to the Constitutional sphere and his appointment 

made in ConsnJ.ta.t.ion with the concerned ~tate by the President 

and from a pannel prepared by the inter-state Counci1. 35 

Although a detailed reply to the questionaire has not 

been made available,the BJP clearly seems largely to favour the 

status-quo. Minor changes are recommended, keeping the existing 

c~ntr~lized structure of the federation intact. A disciplined, 

centralized party,the BJP'~perspective has been authoritarian, 

that attitude must have some bearing upon its.thinking as to 

federal issues. While recognising regional disparities the BJP 

has identified with a stance that percievesessential similarities 

in the Indian people, their culture, heritage , ideology and life 

style. As such the unity and integrity ~f India, is seen to 

be best served and strengthened by the institutions of a centralized 

polity. 
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Indian National Congress. ( Socialist.) 

The party holds that the compelling logic of our evolution 

into nationhood. is'that there cannot be any uniformity, but only 

harmony and unity and diversity, acting as cementing bonds of the 
I 

nation. given Indians unparalled diversity of languages, Sub-

national groups, regional personalities, religions and cults, 

neither the concept of Indian unity or nationhood, or the Consti-

tutio~.;al arrangements and institution that we have evolved, 

can be based on a concept of uniformity. On the contrary the 

emphasis has to be on the acceptance of our great diversity 

d h d . . d. . 36 an on armony an unlty ln lverslty. 

The 1950 Constitution created a United India and a dominent 

centre with unique executive powers assigned to the Union in the 

context of the early challenges to national integrity. The cons-

titution and its working have exhibited ' a fundamental dis-

equil1hrium · over the last 35 years and the need is to redress th•:: 

.,:.:_,_ 1 37 . .uu.ua ance. 

Federalism and democracy being the two major themes of 

Indian political evolution, no attempt should be made to belittle 

the States and authority of the Constituent units. The overseeing 

tole of the C2ntre is percieved 'as being incompa· tible with the 

traditional ideas of ~ederation. The strength und stability 

of the 5tateSgive strength to the apex of the federal pyramid viz 

38 
the centre. 
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Although the entire tone of the statement favours the 

granting of greater autonomy to the States the central sphere 

is to be curtailed only in areas where it has transgressed onto 

areas of State control. The central government is seen as an 

independent functionary efficient and capable in its own allotted 

spheres of administration. The states are to be given greater 

financial powers and the federal overseeing role of the centre 

is sought to be done away -vi th. It would still be a centre 

effective enough to meet external emergencies and internal 

calamities, althought the statE:stoo would find their own dig

nified status in the scheme of the renewed polity. 

The Janata Party. 

The unity of India is the unity of a land of diversity. 

The democratic constitution of our country, therefore, is.to be 

. f d 1 . . 39 . h. . 1n essence a e era const1tut1on. However, 1n the 1stor1cal 

circumstances that prevailed at the time of the birth of indepe-

ndent India, some ~nitary features were considered essential 

to preserve the unity of the country. After more than three 

decades, experiences have enabled us to see the strength and 

weakness of the constitution. They have revealed the loopoles and 

shortcoming that can result in the subversion or erosion of some 

of the basic values and concepts of our constitution, including, 

d f d 1 . d d 1' . 40 emocracy, e era 1sm an ecentra 1zat1on, It is therefore 

has become imperative to have a second look at the Constitution 

and to take corrective action through ·constitutional amendments & 

conventions. These amendments should strengthen the federal 
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character of the constitution with emphasis on devolution of 

political and financial powers not only from the ~entre but also 

lower· · to the Panchayat levels. 

Though the spirit behind the views expressed ·by the Rajamannar' 

41 Committee are generally endorsed , The party's own suggestions 

for reform are not as fundamental as the Rajaramma::t Committee Report. 

The legislative and admininstrative spheres of central activity 

are largely to remain the same, though some changes to stren~then 

the .:itate list are suggested. The post of the G:>vernor is to be 

retained although discretionary authority is to be exercised in 

accordance with certain norms. His appointment is to be made 

withP-rior consultation with the state govt. The emergency provisions 

of the Constitution are also to be retained to deal with exegencies. 42 

Although the States are to be strengthened, especially in the 

financial sphere, and are to be associated · I .-- to a greater 

extent with the forrration of cl.evelopmental policy and plan priority, 

the sphe::ne of Central functions is to be curbed mainly to do 

away with enchrochment into the Constitutional sphere 6f·~tha· ~ 

States. The Centre is to be strong and capable effective ~n its 

functioning. 

Lok Dal. 

"The Constitution of India is not unitary, it is federal.~. 

Our country (is) geographically a big country with the second 
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largest population 1n the W)rld, and a federation is a 'must' 

43 for administrative purposes. 

The Central Government can only be strong when the States 

are strong. If the States are dependences of the Centre" they will 

have no real initiative for development. The Constitutional rela-

tionship between the Centre and the States.should be such that 

while the C·-entre should remain strong enough not only to. ··~.Aeet 

any foreign aggression, it should also have powers to curb fissi~a-

rious and sessionist tendencies in any State on its pa~ts~. 

Misuse of the powers of the Central government, because of 

differring political ideplogies, has to be checked while main-

taining thee ssential features of Indian federa~ism. Central 

authority is to be maintained,only its unbridled misuse in persu-

ance of narrow political ends is to be checked. 

Article 263,it is sugg~sted .should be amended to make it 

mandatory for the President to appoint an inter-state Council to 

coincide with the beginning of the Lok Sabha. The Council must be 

consulted on all steps taken by the ~ntre against the States,in-

eluding these under Articles 356 and 357( break down of Constitu

tional machinery) and Article 360~inancial emergency) Central powe~ 

should largely remain similar to those existing now. Enough in any 

case to maintain its over seeing, regulatory role. 

Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam.: 

The views of the party n.rP. based on the recommendations of the 

' Rajaramma:..:c Commission Report submitted in 1971. largely based on 
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that Report , M.Karunanithi, the then Chief Minister of Tamil-Nadu 

resolution on State Autonomy in the legislative 

Assembly of Tamil Nadu, and the ~,-eso.l ution after a discussion 

44 of 5 days was passed on 20.4.1974. These documents :fonn1 the -·. 
on 

DMK's memorandum to the Commission~entre-State Relations. 

According to the DMK , th<:'' exrerience after the achievement 

of independence is that the powers concentrated in the Centre 

have been so exercised as to inhibit the States and to deprive 

them of their ini tia ti ve. K. Santhana':l, is quoted to emphasise 

that though a strong Centre is indispensible if India is not to 

disintegtrate and ({issolve in chaoas. It would not . right to 

equate the strength o:f· the Centre with the range of :ffio:r.:mal consti

tutional powers. 45 'In a true federation it is held, the Central 

Government should have only powers relrtt.inq to defence, foreign-- affair~, 

interstate commission and currency. All other powers alongwith 

residuary powers should only vest with the States. The federal 

governments and the state governments should be completely :Lnde-

pendent of each other in their 
46 

~spective sphere. 

The document categorically state that --the aim of the 

changes suggested, is the creation of a ~e federation vi th the 

federal govt. having powers relating to defence foreign ~licy 

47 interstate communication .and currency. All other powers are to 

go to the states. 
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Consequently it is suggested that Articles 256,257,339(2) 

and 344(6) empowering the Central Government to issue directions 

to the State governments should be omitttld . An interstate Council 

should be constituted consisting of all Chief Ministers or their 

nominees with equal representation to all the ~tates, and·wi-th: the 

Prime Minister as chairman.No other cnion Minister should be a 

member of the Council. In respect to any action to be taken in 

any matter relating to defense, foreign affairs, Interstate comrru~ 

nication, and currency, in so far as it affects the Centre-State 

rAlations or State or States 1the Inter-state Council should be 

consulted , similarly, the I~ter - State Council should have 

th.e opportunity discuss all economic, fiscal, monettary and 

:·n.nancial measures undertaken bythe federal govt. Recommendation 

of the Council should normally be binding on the Centre as well as 

48 
the States. 

It would be evident that the DMK considers the States to be 

the primary units of the federation, having come together to meet 

common interestsCentral functioning therefofeis to be drastically 

curtailed. Rather than grant the Centre overseeing and policy 

formulating powers, this role is envisaged for the newly created 

inter-state Council, in effect a forum ddmiinated by the States. 

Emergencies provided for would only be those fa lling under 

Articles 352 and 354, arising out of \v~:rr or , external aggression. 

Changes are suggested in the distribution of powers as affected by 

the thr~~e lists in the seventh schedule, to give expression to this 
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perspect~ve. 
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The DMK thus envisagesa limited area of federal functioning, 

that toe overseen discussed and debaten by the interstate Council. 

By its own admission, this is the traditional view regarding 

federalism and represe,nls DMK' s efforts at adjustment within- the 

Indian polity after its conscions abandoning of its sessionist 

programme in the early sixtees. 50 

Shiromani Akali Dal. 

The Shitomani Akali Dal claims to have been consistantly on 

the forefront of the national forces that have been seeking"systemic 

changes in Indian Policy~. , The kind of changes that would on the 

one hand provide full opportunities for self development to var~ous 

communitv . and regions, and on the other hand ensure a stronger 
' f 

united India. From this angle the resonstruction of the Centre-State 

relationship an federal lines and the Consequential decentra-

lization of powef/imparative if the national system 1s to realise 

the Directive principles of State policy in a effective way. 51 

The Anandpur Sahib resolution which pleads for really 

autonomous States characterised by decentralization of power, 

with the Centre retaining the federal funct-.ions in respect of 

defense. fJreign Affiars, communication and railways and currency. 

is percieved to be in consonance with what pt.Nehru had been urging 

far before 1947. " It is a plaa for fulfilling, even at this 
to the sikhs 

belated stage. The assurance given by Nehru/ and other minorities 

that they would be in their corporate being , ~Gsharers of the 

political soveriegnity of free India and that they would have 
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' full opportunity for preserving thejr. identity as well as all 

avenues for autonomous self development. 52 

The Anandpur Sahib Resolution categorically states-

" In this new punjab and in other States the Centre's 

in ·:.erferen('e would be :r:-Pstrict:Pd to Defence, foreign relations, 

currency and financial communication, all other deptt. would be in 

jurisdiction of Punjab ( and other ~tates) which would be fully entitlec 

1 th b . t f d . . . n 53 aws on ese su ]ec s or a m1n1strat1on 

The Punjab (Akalil_ government in its memorandum ... to the 

S k . c . . 54 f h . f ar ar1a ommlSSlon. , puts ort 1 ts case or greater autonomy 

to the States on the grounds that India being a multinational' 

state the development of each federating unit as a homeland for a 

distinct people wquld provide an effecti vre devise to foster the 

· unit:y and in,;kgri ty of the country. 

The progress among thE: differ~fl-t linguistic andcul tural 

groups in acquiring a sense of distinct identity was uneven ~er 

the different parts of the country. The principle of reorganisation 

of Indian provin~es on a linguistic basis was legitimised55 

as those groups w~ch had achieved a distinct identity were now 

organised into ahome land "There are now deliberately organised 

homelandsof different linguistic groups. These 

fact growing into distinct nationalities. 56 

groups are in 

The growth of a multi-national society in Ind~1 a is seen 

as part of a developmnent syndrome. Democratic legitimate 
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aspirations of these-groups have to be recognised and satisfied 

to build a democratic, secular federal India. The .tederal 

format in such a soceity would have to be a national govt. that 

would take care of the common interest5and aspirationsof the United 

veried nationalities while the autonomous federating units 

catter to their distinct interest and urges. 57 

The Indian Constitution has- several unitary 

features that have whittled. down the federal character of the 

Constitution. Even in the normal timeS. Q··n proclamation of 
the 

emergency by the Presid~nt/Constitution gets transformed into a 

1 1 . t d. t. 58 arege y unl ary lSpensa lon. 

The lengthy memorandum d f'tails the ch~ges to be affected 

to bring about a true fed, eration leaving bare minim;0.:l powers 
ana 

with the Centre, enlarging knhancing those of the States. That 

would be the focusof the next charter. The Central sphere under 

scheme would be such as to quali~y for a weak Centre. The logic 

of the arguement advanced as to th e development of distinct iden-

tities by various groups could culminate in a minimal state with 

the Central govt. increasingly dominated by the Statesthat would 

be a complete reversal of the status quo: 

Sarkaria Recommendations: 

Sarkaria Commission was appointed in respo~se to demands 

for reexamination of Centre-State relations in the Context of 

criticism that the limited federalism envisaged by the constitution 

had been eroded whether by natural processes or willfully, as a 
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result of increasing Centralization and personalisation of 

power over the years. Its report doos attempt to rederess the 

ba.Tance if only to a degree. It seeksto do this not by pro-

posing drastic Constitutional amendments as much as by seeking to 

revive or establish certain conventions r-elating to Centre-

state consultations and by activating the dormant consti-

t t . 1 . . 59 u 1ona prov1s1ons. 

The Indian state is seen as a 'Union with a strong eentre: 
it 

The Cbnstitution: as/emerged from the Constituent· Assembly in 1949 

had important federal fe&tures, but it cannot be called federal 

in the classical sense. It cannot be called unitary either. The 

circumstances of the times made it imperative to invest the 

Union with overriding powers. 

The constitution makers envisaged a·systmm. which -wOuld ·be ,,.;orked: in 

cooperation by two levels of govt. national and regional as a 

common endeavour to .serve fhe PCPplf~. They realised that the 

. . . were . . 
feel1ngs of the Ind1an nationhood •y_ st1ll in the mak1ng and req-

uired to be carefully matured. Indian democracy was still in its 

·infacy and to prevent or remedy possible breakdowns of consti-

tutional machinery in the itateS 1It was ~ssential to invest the 

Union with overiding powers.To make the Union strong they allocated 

to it .. , dominant and larger powers in administrative, legislative and 

60 financial spheres. 

Sarkaria largely endorses this position. Thefuunding fathers 

created a system of two tier policy in which the predominant 

strength of Union is blended with the essence of cooperative 
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federalism. This forms the major trust of his recommendation~. 

As in the USA, Canada and Australia Centralizing trend::> are 

also visible in India. The Union has taken over functionswhich were 

ordinarily left to the States, it is these that are addressed and 

sugg-e.s;ttikm!S. made to restore them to the States. 

Sarkaj·ia does not subscribe to· the homelands' perspective 

or the distinct nationalities'view . For him the every idea of 

a home landWithin a country im~lies a pernicious discrimination 

between the so called'sons of the soil'and the so called immigrants 

or outsiders from other ·stateg·. This would lead to the creation 

of two or more classes all over the country. He espo,IU3es instead 

the view that the forces of modern communication and of industry & are 

working CBJainst such inci'pi.ent localized homeland ideasby promoting 

a country t..ade mobility. The whole of India is now infact tre 

homeland of every ·citizen of the country. 61 

While the search for identity, the need for security and 

dem-ands for a fair share in the national ca.ke are legitimate 

aspiration ),1 these are O!ften cleve7ly martu~~>Ulated by percecioas 

influences into strident discord and dissent. 

While poorer states have been pressing the Union earlier to 

ensure for them a greater share of the national cake, richer 

States have starte3 sking for more powers to themselves so as to 

be able to protect their shares. Priority should be given to 

understanding each otherscompulsions and the fostering 
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f 1 d 
. 62 

o mutua accomo at1on. 

Sarkaria thus clearly has a Centrist view to the question 

of Union State relations. The constitutional structure is sound. 

Only its working is faulty the spirit of the Constitution has to 

be kept in mind, and. attempts made to rise above narrow political 

ends. No major amendments are suggested Cooperation through conven-

tional and institutions is encouraged, these would help redress the 

balance and promote goodwill between the Centre and the States. 

It can be argued that the federal system and the pattern 

of Union-State relations laid down by the Constitution have stood 

the test of time. A federal system with a strong Union govern-

ment has contributed to the preservation and consolidation of the 

integrity of India. Despite many separatist movements that have 

disturbed many parts of India such a system has helped the Union 

government to control centrifugal and divisive forces. Ext~rnally 

it has seen us through three major wars. It has put a vastly under-

deveioped country, stricken by collosal poverty and a gross under 

utilization of resources, on the path to economic development and 

self sufficiency, genuine internal disturbances and breakdowns of 

constitutional machinery in many States have been dealt with. 63 

However the fact that all is not well with the Indian 

federal system, is evident from the plethora of complaints against 

the growing Centralization of powers which has gone so far as to 

make the States' subordinates rather than equal partners. If the 

fact that the Congress held sway at both the levels of 
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government for a long time, did not help the development of 

federal processes and institutions., the Janata period (1977-1980). 

did not escape the dominating legacy of the earlier period-either. 

Partly because an influential section of the Janata leadership had 

been accustomed to federal functioning in the Congress mould and 

partly because a major component of the coalition, the Jansangh, 

was committed ideologically to the unitary "ideal of one nation 

one people." 64 

Moreover, the new Congress party that returned to power,· 

after the Janata phase, was Centralized to an unprecedented degree 

with an heavy emphasis on the criterion of personal loyalty to the 

party leadership. 65 As a consequence of the decline of the State 

level leadership and organisation of the party, federal functioning 

was further weakened, in that a large number of States were unable 

to exercise fully the powers and responsibility vested in them. 

This led to the greater abdication of powers to the Central leader

ship. A parallel decline to this lack of a second rung of State 

level leadership was witnessed in the decline of the federal 

character of such institutions as the National Development Council 

and Planning Commission. Both these institutions function largely 

as appendages of the Central government, further tilting the 

balance in its favour. 

It is in this context that demands for greater State au· ·.-::>nomy 

have been gathering force. With the advent of regional parties 

on the national scene, these demands have acquired q.dded importance. 
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The extra constitutional mechanism of the party can no longer 

be extended to governmental concerns. The lack of inter-govern

mental institutions for crises and conflict resolution complicates 

the matter. The next chapter would deal with these concerns and 

focus on presenting the demands for ·greater economy for the States. 
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Chapter-IV. 

The Question of Autonomy for States. 

This chapter focuses on the demands for State autonomy 

as expressed by the chosen political parties and State govern

ments, in their memoranda to the Sarkaria Commission. The format 

of the previous chapter and the units of analyses are retained. 

An initial study of the memoranda and replies to the 

questionnaire circulated by the Commission, reveals a wide 

divergence of views. Many are of the opinion that the basic 

structure of the Constitution is sound and should not be tempered 

with. This view favouring the retention of a Centralized federa

tion in India, has been dealt with in the previous chapter,as also 

the areas of Central functioning identified by political parties. 

On the other hand is the view that the Constitution requires 

drastic alteration to bring it in accord with their own (those 

political parties which demand greater autonomy for the States) 

perception of an ideal federal'system. These demand~ for autonomy, 

suggested areas of State functioning, decentralization of powers 

by the Centre, would be analysed in this Chapter. 

The Constitution is what we make of it, runs the argue

ment of those who lay emphasis on the divergence between theory 

and practice. They point out that the actions of the Union have 

led to a very large degree of over centralization in all aspects, 
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reducing the States to mere administrative agencies of the 

Union. Such over centralization in legislative, administrative 

and financial spheres, it is contended has been affected by the 

Union to the detriment of the States. 

They allege that the Union has occupied most of the 

concurrent field leaving little for the States, and by indiscri-

minately making declarations of public interest or national 

importance, taken over excessive area of the linked entries in 

the State field at the expense of the State legislative power. 

They point out that legislation in these fields is under-taken 

more often than not, with no or inadequate prior consultation 

with the States. The net effect of many recent amendments to 

the Constitution and judgements of the Supreme Court has been 

to" give more powers to the Union than was contemplated by the 

Constituent Assembly. They question the wisdom of legislation 

that seeks to secure dull uniformity in all matters, instead of 

laying down the main parameters and leaving the States free to 

legislate with regard to other matters in the light of local 

d
. . 1 con 1.t1.ons. 

The instrument of the Governor, it is alleged has been made use 

of to destabilise the State Governments run by parties other 

than that in power at the Centre, to facilitate the imposition 

of President's rule and reservefor President:~s consideration 

1 . 1 . 2 many State Bills to twart the States eg1.s at1.ve process. 
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It is also complained that the resources of the States 

have not grown at a rate commensurate with the growth in their 

responsibilities. The gulf between available resources and res-

-ponsibilities is steadily widening. On this ground it is demanded 

that more resources be included in the sharable pool, if necessary 

by amending the Constib1tion. 

Another issue raised is that the emergence of planned 

development has concentrated all power in the hands of the Union, 

with the Planning Commission acting as a limb of the Union 

government. It is emphasised that even in matters which lie 

within the exclusive competence of the States, through a variety 

of means, particularly the mechanism·of Centrally Sponsored 

Schemes, deep inroads have been made by the Union. On these 

premises it is demanded that the Planning Cqinmission be re-

structured to limit the scope of the Union's interference in 

the area reserved for the States. 3 

The system of controls, licences and permits, which had 

its origin during the second World War has proliferated greatly 

to subserve the requirements of a planned regime. This,· it is 

argued has ledb a vast expansion in the powers of the Union 

government at the expense of the State governments and local 

bodies. The consequent unhealthy Centralization giving undue 

power to a small cotorie, it is urged, needs to be reversed.
4 

It is also pointed out that the institutions and forums specially 

des.igned by the Constitution for sorting out problems arising in 
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the working of inter-governmental relations have not been created 

at all. It is urged that in matters of dispute between the Union 

government and the State governments, the former should not be 

both the disputant and the judge, but should get the case examined 

by an independent assessor before taking the decision. This last 

would be discussed in greater detail in th'e next chapter. 

The party system has a crucial role to play in the working 

of the federal process. 'The politics of federalism' , may change 

the balance of power, and influence the creation of harmony or 

conflict between the Union and the States. Though the dominance 

of the Congress in the pas~, ensured political stability, it has 

also hastened tre centralization of power in the hands of the 

Union government. The rise of a multi-party system and particu

larlyfue growth of regional parties led to a new type of power 

struggle within the: federal process. Demands· for greater 

independence of functioning •,.-i thin the State spheres, as also a 

greater role for the States in policy formulation, long suppressed 

through the mechanisms of party discipline, now found vociferous 

advocates in these regional parties which carne to·power in various 

States. 

It was in this context that the Sarkaria Commission was 

appointed to study the existing arrangements regarding distribu

tion o£ functions and powers between the Centre and the States, 

with a view to suggest changes to bring federal functioning to a 

balance. Sarkaria's recommendations would be examined in the 
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context of demands put forth by the political parties for 

greater State autonomy. 

The India:n National Congress: 

The Congress as is evident from a persual of the 

previous chapter, favours the retention of a strong centralized 

federation in India. The All India Congress Committee(!) docu-

ment holds that the existing provisions of the Constitution have 

proved to be satisfactory over the last 35 years and any alter-

ation in them is likely to create an imbalance leading to the 

weaking of the national fabric. 5 

Consequently, the document favours the maintenance of 

the statusquo with all the issues highlighted in the preceeding 

paragraphs of this chapter. No change is called for in legislative, 

Administrative, and financial relations. The emergency provisions 

are to be retained. The Governor's post is seen as an essential 

link between the Centre and States ·and is to be retained along

with all the discretionary powers vested in the office. The States 

are to be conb::nt with whatever role the Constitution envisaged 

for them. 6 

However the State unit-Kerala of the Indian National 

Congress in its memorandum to the Commission clearly states that, 

7 "there is concentration :of economic power at the Centre." The 

economic power of the state governments and that of the districts 

vis-a-vis the States in turn, is seen to be far too meagre in 
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relationto their clearly defined responsibilities. The evolution 

of public finance over the last three decades presents a picture 

of concentration of financial resources at the top, the funneling 

of these resources has been of a higher quantum at the higher layers 

and of a lower quantum at the lower layers where in fact lie the 

largest areas of developmental activity. 8 

The document points out the serious issnes of "artifi-

cially accumulated indebtness of the States to the Centre". Loans 

from the Centre to the States have been well over three fourth of 

9 a aggregate non-statutory transfers. Moreover large sums of 

money granted to the States to undertake operations such as famine 

relief and anti~sea erosion(which create no tangible assets)have 

been treated as loans to be repaid with interest. These loans and 

capital assistance have largely rendered plan assistance in-

. 1 d . 10 f consequentla an even negatlve. Although the scheme o devolu-

tion envisaged by the Constitution was one under which most of the 

transfer of resources from the Union to the States through the 

Finance Commission, in present time the transfer of resources taking 

place defecto outside the Finance Commission is ahout 60 per cent. 

The Central government has by resorting to additional mechanisms 

of resource transfer acquired discretionary powers which are very 

often not exercised in the interest of the States. 11 

The present institutional arrangement does not give the 

States sufficient role,it is therefore necessary to create a 

statutory body like the inter-State Council, with adequate re-

presentation of the State governments ensured. Not only are the 
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poorer States not getting a fair share of resources, the share 

of States'· in the totality of Centre's resources inclusive of 

taxes, non-tax and Capital has shown a progressive decline from 

plan to plan. If the State's share was 43% in the first plan 

period (1951-56) is was only 31 percent in the fifth plan period 

(1974-75)~ 2 This, whiJ.e th·~ Centre's resources have grown and 

the high rate of inflation and cost have further eroded State 

finances. 

The States which have the benefit of larger surpluses 

from the Finance Commission are ipsofacto allowed to have larger 

State Plans. 13 Given the fact that the present practice of 

allocating as much as 50 percent of plan assistance outside the 

Gadgil formula, on the discretion of the Central government, 

a large number of irritants in the Centre - State financial 

relations can be avoided ohly if a well thought out formula 

ensures that all states have the same amount of per capita revenue 

surplus at the beginning of each plan period. But the total re-

sources earmarked for transfer through both agencies should have 

a live relation to the resource gap assessed on the~ basis of a 

. . f. d b 14 more sc1ent1 1c ata ase. 

Decentralization of the planning process and the building 

and strengthening of State and district/village level planning 

institutions is urged, as this would link the plan endeavour to 

the needs of tee people at the grass roots level. Planning to 

be effective has to be undertaken from below rather than from 
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15 
above. Inroads into the powers of the States have to be done 

away with to ensure a unified India. The planning process as 

indeed the developmental experience has to be tackled with a 

spirit of cooperation and integration. 

The Madhya Pradesh and Andhra Pradesh State Unit's in 

their memoranda largely endorse the views expressed by the 

AICC(I). However, the fact that one State unit thought it in 

the fitness of things to air its grievances reflects on the fact 

that most State governments are desirous of autonomy, although 

party discipline often prevens them from coming out in open 

confrontation with their party High Command. 

The Communist Parties, CPI and CPI(M) ) 

In keeping with their perspective of the Indian federation 

being the result of diverse peoples and nationalities coming to-

gether to better serve common interests, the Communist Parties 

demand· considerable autonomy for the States. In fact autonomy for 

the States semms to be the basic thrust of their arguments as 

presented to the Sarkaria Commission. 

State autonomy is to be ensured through substantial amend-

ment to the Constitution, ''to reverse a process that has reached 

a stage when it threatens to reduce the Status of the States to · 

shat of subordinat8 departments of the Centre under the aegis of 

the Central Home Ministry. ''Also in a democratic polity, the State 

legislatures and governments must have sufficient freedom and 
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powers to fulfill the mandate of the people who elect them. 

Denial of this lops off one arm of Indian democracy. State 

autonomy would also go a long way in promoting a sense of unity 

16 and warding off devisive forces. 

The distribution of legislative powers between the 

Union and the States, a replication of the government of India 

Act of 1935, which was repugnant even to the Congress. The 1950 

Constitution closely follows the Act. The Union and Concurrent 

lists are so all-pervasive that State autonomy is in fact negated. 

The Governors have been given powers to reserve for Presidential 

consideration important legislation. The Central government 

acting inthe name of the President has the power to withhold 

·assent to Bills passed by the State legislatures, making a mockery 

. 17 
of the competence of the States. 

The West Bengal document of 1977 as also the CPM memo-

randumto the Sarkaria Commission, call for an amendment to Article 

248, to the effect that Residuary powers of the federation should 

lie with the States and not. with the Centre. 18 The CPI qualifies 

the proposed amendment, Parliament is to retain some Residuary 

powers- confined to matters that concern·the security of the 

d . 1 . d . . 19 country an natlona unlty an lnt.egrlty. 

The Centre is enjoined not to interfere in the sphere 

of the States both legislative and executive. Both parties call 

for the deletion of Articles 249 and 252 which give the Centre 
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power to legislate on State subjects of national importance. 

Entry 52 in list-I should be amended to restrict its scepe in 

relation to the power of parliament to legislate with respect to 

'Industry' which as Entry 24 in the State list is in the jurisdic-

tion of the States. The list in the VII schedule should be 

reformulated so as to give exclusive powers to the States with 

. . . 20 
respect to certaln categorles of Industrles. 

Similarly law and order though a State subject has come 

to be Centcal preserve. Law and order and policing functions are 

sought to be restored to the States. The right of the Centre to 

raise the Central Reserve Police Force or any other force to 

operate in the States should be withdrawn. 21 

The Institution of the Governor receives a great deal of 

flak. Th.e West Bengal government categorically states, "it is most 

unfortunate that the Constitution provided for a Governor."
22 

This 

post is a legacy of the imperial-administration and in the ·chc:i....:ng~d 

context of an independent India, with democratically elected 

administration at the State level, the position of the .---_G9"e'rrior 

is altogether anomalous. The Governor is now the agent of the 

ruling party at the Centre. "The office has in fact been used by 

the ruling party at the Centre to deny the people of tbe §tates 

~he right to have governments of their own choice and to impose 

23 on them unwanted governments." 

West Bengal Chief Minister Jyoti Basi, drawing attention 

to the discretionary powers of the Governor , especially those 

under Articles 356 and 357, refers to the role of the Governor in 
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Jammu and Kashmir and Andhra Pradesh in July and August-1984 

in engineering changes in the complexion of the State government. 

In both States, Basu writes, "the Governor without ascertaining 

the views of the State legislature used his prerogative to dis-

mis the democratically elected Chief Minister and substitute an 

individual of his choice ... 24 

This role of the Governor ofteD results in a conflict 

between the elected executive of the State and the formal head. 

As such the post deserves to be abolished. If however this is 

not possible the office should be filled by somebody who enjoys 

h f 'd f h 1 . 1 25 t e con 1 ence o t e State eg1s ature. The CPI document 

proposes that the Governor (as · long as the post is retained) 

shall have no power to deserve any Bill for Presidential assent 

that has been passed by the State legislature. Articles 200 and 

201 should be abolished. The Governor is to be the tituliar 

head of the State functioning with the aid and advise of his 

Council of Ministers, much like the President at the level of 

the Unio~ It is suggested that the Governor be appointed by the 

President from a Panel approved by the concerned State legisla-

tive and that he hold office during th~ pleasure of the Sta~e 

legislature. The idea being to make him independent of Central 

Control. Teere should also be provision in the constitution 

for the impeachment of the Governor by the concerned State 

legislature. Similarly, the Governors powers under Articles 356 

and 357 which enable the President to dissolve a State government 

or its Assembly or both, should be deleted. In the event of a 
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situation arising when there is no possibility of any ministry 

having~ majority in the Assembly, provision should be made for 

the democratic step of holding elections afresh as is the case 

of the Centre. The CPI document specifies a period of 4 months 

for doing so, allowing the existing government to func~ton as a 

k . h h'l 26 careta er government 1n t e meanw 1 e. 

A long standing grievence of the leftist government of 

West Bengal , has been with regards to Centra-l arid All India 

service personnel, as those belonging to the IAS and the IPS,being 

reluctant to implement such policies ~s are contrary to their own 

ideological commitment . Hence it is only to be expected that bqth 

the CPI and CPM would call for the abolition of such services whose 

officers are reposted to the States, but remain under the discipli-

nary control of the Central govt~rnment."There should be only Union 

services and State services and recruitment to them should be made 

respectively by the Union government and the State government 

27 concerned," with the personnel of each being under the discipli-

nary control of the employing authority. There should be no juris-

diction of the Central·government over the personnel of the State 

. 28 serv1ces. 

The most crucial issue concerns State finances. No other 

part of the Constitution has been subject to such universal 

criticism from Stategovernments (including those headed by the party 

ruling at the Centre} as its financial provisions. 
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The Communist parties reiterate the basic communist notion 

that the problem of resouces for national development arises 

basically from the present socio-economic order, from the capitalist 

path of development and from the grip of monopoly capital and other 

vested interests on the Indian economy. This factor comp9unded by 

the economic policy persued by the bourgeosie' governments. at:-'tli:e .. centre 

and the States has resulted in massive denial of resources to the 

29 States. A permanent and total solut·ion cannot be envisaged within 

the present socio-economic order, hmvE:!ver a provision for greater 

resources to the States can be made enabeling themto fulfil their 

tasks better. 

While almost every department of administration involving 

heavy expenses (except defence and foreign affairs ) falls within 

the perview of the State governments, almost all the revenue earning 

items are with the Centre. A complete overhauling of the entire 

field of financiaL relations is thus in order. 

The CPM proposes that the Articles regarding the Finance 

Commission and distribution of revenue should be amended to provide 

75 percent of the total resources that the Centre raises to the 

divisible pool. To what proportion .. and on. what principle this 

75% of the total realisation should be divided between the States 

should be decided by the Finance Commission. It should not be 

the job of the Commission to decide the proportion of revenues 

to be distribu~ed between the Centre and the States. Artic~e 280, 

clause 3, sub-clause(a) which provides for the "distribution between 
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the Union and the States of the net proceeds of the taxes which 

are to be, or may be divided between the Union and the States," should 

be omitted and the entire clause redrafted so as to make it clear 

that it is the duty of the Commission to make recommendations to 

the Presient as to the allocation between the States of their 

respective share of the proceeds. The States must also be accorded-

more power for imposing taxes on their own and to determine the 

limit of public borrowing in their respective cases.!o achieve these 

objectives the Union State and Concurreet lists should be suitably 

amended. 30 

The West Bengal government puts forward a two-fold soluoeion 

to the present fiscal crises faced by the States, First , the State~~ 

financial powers should be enlarged, and whatever enchroachment has. 

taken place in the last 35 years should be made void. Secondly, the 

totality of resources at the disposal of the Centre including those 

raised thre~gh increase in administered prices should be considered 

a common pool and the States in entitled to share in this pool. 

Objective criteria for distribution should give weightage to the 

interests of the economically poor States.
31 

Resource raising as well as economic management shou~d be 

left to State legislatures and other agencies. Once devolution of 

resources has been delinked from the so called revenue and capital 

gaps, and is governed by a set of objective criteria, and is accom

panied by a substantial enlargement of the States taxing and 

borr-owing powers , fue States willhave considerable degree of 

automony. This alone will compel them to adjust 1their expenditure to 
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the resources placed at this disposal and cultivate fiscal 

'b'l't 32 responsl l l y. 

Attempts should be made to move away from the principle 

of grants in aid altogether. A good part of the outstanding loans 

by the Centre to the States requires to be written off. The States 

authority to raise loans should be increased and there should be 

better accomoda~ion in the matt~r 6f~:over draft by the States. 

In this context attempts should be made to improve the borrowing 

position of the States with public financial institutions. 33 

The aim of these and other recommendatiorn is to achieve for 

the States a greater degree of autonomy, to make them equal partners 

in the federal system, and to bring about an equilibrium in the 

lopsided arrangement of the Indian federation. The States, catering 

to the interests and aspirations of distinct 'nationalit~es' 

would require to be financially independent or the Central govern-

ment to fulfill the mandate of their peoples, and to cater to their 

particularistic needs. They are the ones closer to the people 

and are in a better position to formulate their own developmental 

priorities. Decentralised planning would also fit into this 

scheme, that we discuss in the next chapter. It is proposed that 

the Planning Commission be made the Secretarriat of a Inter-State 

Council. Once transfer of resources on an equitable formula is 

determined by this body, individual State Plans, their size,their 

priorities etc. be left to State governments. The scope of Centrally 
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sponsored schemes limited, and decentralization of planning below the 

State level 'encouraged. 

Bhartiya Janata Party 

As discussed in the previous chapter, the party is of the 

ooinion that the founding fathers of the Indian federation did 

not desire it to be a Classical one. It was ~iven a federal:. fon~ 

but was essentially unitary in character. The party does not favour 
I 

34 changes to undermine this arrangement. Nevertheless it identifies 

certain areas where the States should be allowed greater powers. 

A legislative arrangements are accepted as such by and 

large, however, amendment is suggested in Article 200. This Article, 

it is felt has been misused and Bills have been reserved for the 

President to create difficulties for the States. This power is 

sought to be taken away, the Governor may either give his assent to 

the Bill or send it back to the legislature for reconsideration. 

He may not reserve it for the consideration of the President.However, 

a Bill relating to a subject on the Concurrent list may be reserved. 

The President may within a period of 3 months declare assent or 

refusal, if no decision has been given by_ that time the Bill shall 

become law. 35 

The Constitutional position of the Governor ( that of the 

tituliar head of State) needs to be strengthened. The Governor should 

be appointed for a period of 5 years from a panel prepared by the 

(recommended) Inter-State Council. He should ~be appointed in consul-
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tation with the concerned State. He should be removed only by 

impeachment in Parliament by a procedure similar to the impeach-

ment of a judge. He should not be transferred from State to State 

and should not hold office of profit after the expiry of his term. 36 

The party feels that the scheme of distribution of economic 

resources has been a major irritant in Centre-State relations, and 

has caused justifiable resentment amongst the States. It r.£ollows 

that if this grievance is to be justly met steps must be taken to 

see that ·-

(i) the arrangements for devolution should be such .as will 

allow the States' resources to correspond more closely to 

their obligations. States' share in the divisible pool 

should be enlarged, 

(ii) the devolutions should be made in a manner that takes 

an integrated view of the plan as well as non-plan needs 

of both the Centre and the States, 

(iii) The loans and advances by the Centre should be related · 

. 37 to the developmental needs of the states. 

A sore point with the States is that the Centre's autho-

rity to issue industrial licences is often used in a manner so as 

to obstruct industrial growth. This situation should be.remedied. 

It should be made compulsory for the Central legislature 

to impose duties and taxes of the seven kinds mentioned in Article 

269. If the Centre does not wish to levy these duties, power to do 

so should be transferred to the States. Corporation tax, as also 
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surcharge on Income tax, must also be included infue divisible 

pool and shared by the Centre and the States. The States should 

receive royalties on an ad valorem basis on all ·major mineral 

resources. States should also be permitted to·- tax generatfu~rt-~ of 

electricity within their areas, as distinguished·· from mere sale 

f 1 
. . 38 o e ectr1c1ty. 

The character of the Finance Commission should be suitably 

changed, to give greater representation to the States. Article 280 

should be amended so that the composition of the Finance Commission 

r~flects the quasi-federal character of onr polity. The Finance 

Commission should be charged with the responsibility of earmarking 

funds for the local self bodies out of the devolution to the States. 

The composition of the Planning- Commission should also reflect 

the quasi-federal character of the federation. 39 

Thus the party would advocate the granting of rome powers 

to the States, to enable them to discharge their functions and to 

remove the abberations that have crept in the working of the Consti-

tution in the last 35 years. 

Indian National Congress ( Socialist.): 

This party in keeping with its perspective, that there 

is a fundamental disequliibrium in the Constitutional system as 

it has existed for the past 36 years, calls for a- rev~ew of the 

major determinants of the institutions,issues and policies that 

1 h 
. . 40 ed to t e present s1.tuat1on. Such a review should cover the 

following :-
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(a) The appointment and powers of Governors,especially 

the discretionary powers which are to be curtailed. 

All claims of majority are to be tested on the floor 

of the house and not in the Governor's Chamber. 41 , to 

prevent the misuse of this high office for narrow 

political ends. Articles 200 and 201 should be deleted. 

(b) Experience with emergency provisions and with President's 

rules in the States and the practice of Presidential 

assent to Bills passed by State Assembilies. 42 

(c) The role and structure of All India Services and 

Central Police Forces. The Kerala State Unit advocateS 

that Central intervention under Article 355 is improper 

The Union may locate and use its forces in aid of Civil 

power in any State only on the request of the State 

43 
Govt. and not Suo-motu. 

(d) In the economic sphere, such a review should go into 

the role of the Planning Commission, which has steadily 

turned into anappendage of the Union Goyt. It is essential 

to give a Constitutional status ,to this body and to 

put it under the NDC and to :11.ake it a tnodel agen~Y 

between Centre and States.
44 

The structure of the 

Finance Commission must be looked into and it must be 

incumbent on the President to consult the States on the 

composition and terms .of ''refence of the Commission and 

its staff. 
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(f) 
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The Commission should not be dependent on the Centre for 

. f d s . 45 . 1 f d lts un s or ecretarlate. Flsca trans ers an 

divisible pool of taxes and plan assistance under 

Articles 282/275 and the :v:fiY the 1,-'EYer of administ:e-r·ea_ 

priceshave to be used to raise resources and deprive 

State govt~ of their legitimate resources, have to be 

examined,As the finances of the States a~e quite inadequa~~ 

they have to be made financially secure so as to enable 

h f lf 'll h . 'b'l' 4 6 t em to u l t e.lrresponsl l ltes. 

Thr role of NDC as an important adju'nct ,. of policy making 

has to be revived with a view to grant to the states 

l . l' k' 47 greater ro e ln po lCY rna lng. 

The role of deucit financin~and financial institutions 

and domestic and external borrowings have to be re neweu 

and a nation3.l b·orrmr.Jing authority based on the Australian 

loan Council set up. Foreign exch ange budgeting, as also 

the states rights to obtain foreign loans have to be 

. d4q rev le\-ce 

(gl Any interstate Council set up under Article 243 should be 

granted extensive powers, These may extend- even to 

disputes between the states , an amendment to th.is 

effect is called for. 

(i) The States should have/yoice in the evolution of 

pOlicy for administering the govt. controlled media, even 

49 in an autonomous,set up. 
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To sum up
1
,major changes are called for, to place the 

State govt~.on a sure footing. The party hopes that the 

Commission ( Sarkaria) would address itself to the issues 

outlived and . ccomplish its historic task at this crucial 

juncture of time. 

The Janata Party : 

The party considers it imperati~e to take a second look 

at tee constitution and to take corrective action to strengthen 

the federal character of the Constitution, through amendmentsaftd 
50 

the building up of conventions .. ·- 'The edifice of a strong Centre 

can only be raised on the firm foundations of strong k9:.ates·. 

Provisions of the Constitution which have been used to make in-

roads into the powers of the States should be examihe!] .. and 
( 

amended in order to protect· the power of the State goverrirnents. 

In this context Articlet 31A , 31C and 304 (b) of the Constitu 

t1.on .. Drovide Clmple scope to the Union executive to enchroach 

on the powers of the Stat~s .These should be amended. 

The high office of the Governor has often been misused 

to subserve the interests of the ruling party at the Centre 

without regard to the provisions of the Constitution. Constitu-

tional safeguards and conventions relating to the powers 

of the Governor's are called for. All claims of a majority 

in the State legislature must be tested on the floor of the 

House. In matters concerning assent to the Bills passed by the 
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legislature or in reserving it for Presidents'consideration1 

provisions should be made in the Constitution to ensure that 

the Governor acts with the aid and advise of the State Ministry. 

If no party is able to demonstrate its majority in the 

legislature the Governor must dissolve the Assembly and elections 

must be held at the earliest. 51 

An Inter-State Council should be set up without further 

delay . Article 355 empowers the Central government to employ 

Central forces in the States even suo-moto. This is highly 

objectionable and bhe Constitution should be suitably amt:;:nded 

to provide for the convinience of State Govt.before deploying 

such forces in a State as Law and order is a State subject. 

Central monopoly of media must end and their control should be 

d . b d" 52 veste 1n ·autonomous o 1es. 

The problem of resource allocation to the States must 

be viewed in a more comprehensive perspective. For this purpose 

the following steps are essential-

(~) Income tax including tax on companies should be shared 

by the Centres and States. 

(b) The due charges levied for general revenue purposes on 

duties and taxes including income tax should be treated 

as part of the divisible pool. 

(c) Atleast 60% of the net pool of excise, Auxilary and 

special duties should be made divisible 

(d) The grants to the States under articles 275 of the Consti-
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titution must not be drawn from the States 'share of the divisible 

pool. 

(e) A National expenditu~e Commission should go into the 

expenditures of the States and the Centre. 

(f) To deal with the acute problems of Institutional finance 

a National Credit Council should be established under 

the aegis of the NDC. 

(g) Proceeds from any raising of administered prices, if this 

is not to com bat shortages,should be patt of the 

divisible pool. 

(h) The Centre should not monopolise market borrowing. 

The states should be allowed to do so for their markets. 

(i) Immediate Central assistance s muld be made available 

to the States in times of National Calamities. 

(j) Steps should be taken to ensure that there should- l5e 

'no discrimination on political grounds against any state 

in the m~ters of overdrafts. 

(k) The States should have adequate role in the formu.lation 

of plans. 53 

Lok Dal.: 

The party is of the opinion that in the past 36 years 

of the enforcement of our Constitution decisive Central inter~ention 

bas · · · taken place more becalise of deferring political ideologies 

in the Central and State governments, rather tha~ for checking 

any disruptionist trends in the States. It is thus misuse that 

has to be checked while maintaining the essential features of the 

Indian federation. 54 
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to· make 
An amendment to Article 263 should made/it mandatory 

for the President to appoint an Interstate Council at the 

beginning of the session of the Lok Sabha. The Council must be 

consulted mn all steps to be taken by the Centre against the 

~ates. The Financial Commission and the Planning Commission 

should be appointed on the advise of the Council and they be 

answerable to it. 

Parliament should have no power to make laws on 

subjects on the State list' Hence Article 249 should be::repeii':lad , 

similarly Articles 201 and 213 should be omitted and Article 

200 amended so as to delete the provision of reservation 

of Bills for presidential consideration. 55 

The Centra'.l govt. should have powers to declare an 

emergency only in cases of external agression. The case for 

emergencies in Cases of armed rebellion, financial crises(~rticle 

360) Articles 356 and 357 (Breakdown of Constitutional mechinery 

of the States) should be heard by the Interstate council before 

such emergencies are applied. Article 365 wihch empowers the 

Centre to impose an emmergency on the State if any state govt. 

fails to comply with Central direction should be omitted. 

The NDC smuld formulate every year general principles 

for distribution of grants in-aid and the deficits in State 

budget must be made good by the govt. of India. There should be 

a complete reviev1of all matters relating to the fundamental 

issue, that is the -divisionof finances between 

the Union and the State~to maintain the federal 

character of the Constitution. Corporation tax, Customs and 

Export Duties and tax on Capital value of assets should all 
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be in the divisible pool. Under the Statutory division of 

resources not less than 50% of the total tax resources of the Central 

. 56 
govennment should be transferred to the States. 

Para Military forces of the Centre should not be I I 

stationed in any State without express request or consent except in 

the case of/National E~ergency (under Article 352). Offic~f~s 

of Civil services, as the lAS and the IPS should be under the 

control of State Govt. Admininstrative Tribunals should guard 

them against victimis~tion. 

The party is of the view that the unanimous resolution 

of the All India Convention of ·Lawyers held at New Delhi in 

Aug.l973 under the Chairmanship of M.C.Setalvad be adopted, 

for appointment of Supreme Court and High Court judges and 

Ch . f . t' 57 1e JUS 1ce • 

The Governor of a State should be appointed by and on 

advise of the Interstate Council and should function as the 

tituliar head of the State administration. All claims of majority 

should be tested on the floor of the legislature within a 

58 period of three days. 

Al .most all National parties, (except the Congress) are 

in favour of granting more powers to the States and ensuring 

them protection against domination by the Centre . The degree 

to which they .. would want the federation units to be autonomous 

of Central control naturally varies with their perception of 

what an ideal federal polity should be. Unnecessary over-centra

lization, especialiy in the financial field is universally 

looked down upon.~hese themes are taken up in great detail by the 

two State level parties chosen for analysis. Both of them have a 
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Statist perspective, and hence demands for reform and more 

fundamental eve~ strident. 

The Dravida Munetra Kazagam. (DMK) 

The party's recomm-endation for widespread reforms are 

based on the Report of the Rajammanar Commission (which has been 

discussed earlier) . It espouses the view that in a true federation 

federal govt. should have power relating only to defence 

foreign aff,3j~s, currency, Interstate communication. All other 
~ 

powers alongwith Residuary powers should only vest with the 

States. The "' federal govt. and state govts .should be completely 

independent of each other. in their respective sphere. 59 The 

following are some of the suggstions it has made to ensure a 

Wide field of autonomous functioning for the States. 

Articles 256, 257, 339(2) and 344(6) empowering the federal 

govt. to issue directions to the states must be ommitted. 

An Interstate Council should be constituted and all actions 

under Central subjects that affects the States must· be reffered 

to this council. Before any bill is introduced in the Parliament 

concerning any mater on the Concurrent list the Interstate Council 

should be consulted. Residuary powers shou~d vest with the 

States. Articles 154 and 258 which empowers the Parliament to 

make laws Conferring power on State and State authority should 

be omitted. 60 

Articles 169(abolition or creation legislative Council.) 

should vest exclusively in State legislature5. Article 249 and 

252 empowering Parliament to legislate for States should be omitted. 
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Similarly Articles 200 and 201 and 230(regarding powers of the 

Governor to reserve bills) should be omitted. 

The grants by the Centre to the StateEboth for plan 

and non-plan expenditure must be made only on the recommendation 

of an independent and impartial body like the finance Commission. 

The members of the Commission should be appointed in Consultation 

with the Int:.P:r:- state Council, and its recommendations should 
I 

be binding on the Centre as well as States. The Planning 

Commission should be made into a statutory body, independent-__ t 

of the Centre. The in~uetries ( Development and Regulation Act) 

61 1957 should be repealed. 

The office of the Governor, a legacy of the imperial 

past should be done away with. Emergency powers under Article 

356 and 357 (imposition of Presidential rule in the States) should 

be omitted as also Article 355 ( issue of directions to the States) 

Powers under Articles 352 and 354 relating to proclamation of 

emergency ahd'''.th.e consequential powers should be restricted to 

war o~ exter~al aggression. The duty of the federal government 

,to protect ;the states , under ArticlE" 355 should relate only 

to war and external aggression. The pLovision of financ;i.al 

emergency under Article 360 should be omitted.
62 

There should 

be only two classes of services · (i) Services for the purpose 

of the F'ederal Gbvt. ~and (ii) Services for the purpos~ of-St-ate 

Gov~s.with each being regulated by the employing authority. 

Article 312 relating to all India ser~_ces and creation of new 

services should be omitted. 
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The territory of the States should not be interfered 

witr inany manner except in avoidance of any of the following 

three alternatives :-

(a) Theronsent of the State legislature concerned should be 

obtained. 

(b) The issue should be refered to and decided by a high 

level judicial tribunal and its decision should be 

bin dinq. 

(c} . 'lhe opinion of the people of the are aor areas concerned 

should be ascertained by holding a special po11. 63 

There should be equal re· ~presentation for each State, in 

the Council of States. There should be no nom'inat'ion; to the 

Council of States. The official languages of the Union will be 

all the languages _ specified in 8th schedule of the 

constitution. Till this is achieved English should be continue as 

the official language . It is demanded that the provision 

to make Hindi the official language of the Union be deleted. 64 

The Central Reserve Police Force should not be deployed 

in any State execpt at the request or with the consent of the 

State. The Union executive is not to have a full fledged 

Ministry concerning a subject falling under the State list. 65 

Every amendment to the Constitution irrespective ·of _the 

provision involved should need ratification by the legislatures 

of all States. 
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Th e party has also prPoare~,re~ised lists, the federal 

list and the concurrent list, with the object of setting 

up a t~ue federation ~iththe Central govt. having powers relating 

only to defence, communication, foreign affairs and currency. 66 

All these(and other ) suggested amendments would bring 

the federation closer to the DMK's perspective of a true federal 

govt. T.he StatES would bee one the primary and rr incipal units 

of the federation with the central govt. having very limited 

function. The State autonomy is the key word of the DMK documen"bj 

Autonomy is essential if the federation in India is to survive 

and the people are to achi,evetheir progressive goals. In this 

context the reco~~endations of the Akalidal came close to the 

DMK's perspective. 

The Shiroman_i Akali Dal. : 

The suggestions put forward by the Akali Dal (L) are 

based on the_Anandpur Sahib resolution of 1973 which advocates the 

transfer of ,all powersto the States except those of defence 

foreign, relations, currency and communications. By way of eleboration 

and concretization of its Anandpur Sahib Resolution, the 

h . ! k 1. 1 . 1' h f 11 . 67 S 1roma~L A a 1 Da proposes 1nter a 1a t e o ow1ng measures:-

(i) The Preamble of the Constitution should be amended 

so as to incorporate the expression federa:l to charac.~'ise....: 

the Republic of India as such. This is essential to 

underline th at the Indian system is basically federal 
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in nature and this would halt the general drift towards a uni-

tar ian set up. 

(2) There should be a redistribution of subjects among the 

State list,the federal list and the Concurrent list on the basis 

of federal principles specified in the Anandpur Sahib Resolution. 

( 3) 

( 4) 

Residual powers should be with the States. 
haye 

The Centre shouldmo powers to destroy or dilute the 

ethtnfc:, cultural or lingustic self identity of any federating unit. 

(5) All autonomous units should have equal representation in 

the Rajya Sabha. 

(6) Emergency powers should be restricted to the event of 

foreign aggression, it should be Constitutionally ensured that 

the federal set up remains intact during such a proclamation. 

(7) The legislature of a State should have exclusive powers and 

competence to legislate over matters given in the redra~n- State 

L . t 68 
1S • 

(8) Executive powers in respect of matters included in the 

concurrent list, irrespective of the fact as to whether the 

legislation is by the Centre or by the States should vest with 

the States. 

(9) The institution of the Governor, his powersfunctions and 

duties should be brought in the line with a federal polity. So 

that the Governor does not remain an executive agent of the centre 

but becomes a truely constitutional head of the State. 
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(10) Article 356 and 357 (relating to the breakdown of 

constitutional machinery ) should be deleted. 

(11) Taxing powers should be federalised, the Union taxes/ 

duties should be demarked from the States' domain taxation. 

Apart from statutory share in the Union Revenues, the State should 

have the exclusive power to levy 1 realise and retain the taxes 

(dutie~within their own sphere. larger- resources should 

vest with the ~ates in view- of their larger and increasing 

developmental responsibility. Balance in dividing __ - the financial 

and fiscal power between the Centre and the States should lean 
6.9 

in favour of the States. 

The Finance Commission should be reactivated to discharge 

its Constitutional duties, thus dispensing with the extraneous 

role of the planning· Commission which has not only imposed 

centralized planiing but also made th e State dependent on 

the discretionary funds provided by the Centre!
0 

(12) Planning sho~ld be decentralized (This is dealth with 

in the next chapter) 

(13) To ensure executive autonomy of the States it is essential 

that the vast directive powers vested in the Centre should be 

dropped 

(14) The field of all Ineia federal ser~ices should be 

demarkcated from the field of State executive machin~~. The 

executive machinery should be under the direct control and 

discipline of the State govt. 
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The (then) Akalidal govt. of Puhj ab , also submitted tO 

the ~omrilission a lengthy memorandum sp.::-lling out in minute detail the 

~d fdr reconstructing centre-state relations on true federal 

principles in accordance with the spirit of the Anandpur Saheb 
71 

Resolution. It closely follows hhe recommends.tion of th e party 

and aims to substantiate them. 

The Commissions Recommendations. 

Sarkaria had before him these and other shades of opinion 

·~hile formulating his recommendations for reform. This perspective 

discussed earlier, dictates this inclinatioi.-::-. towards th~, d-evelop 

ment of heal thy conv-ention and goodwill 1·.o redress the grie-

vances of the States. Amendments to the framework of the Cons-

ti tu t ion are suqqec;Jced but no- fundamental alteration to the 

Centre dominant polity is advocated. 

Residuary powers of legislation in regards to taxation 

matter should cont:i ime to remain exclusively in tre competance 

of Parliament, while the residua-ry field other than that of 

taxation, shoutd be placed in the Concurrent list~2 
The division 

of powers as envisaged in the three lists is t o be maintained. 

Articles 256 257 and 365 are (seen to be) wholesome pro-

visions designed to 2ecure coordin~tion between the Union and 

the States for effective implementation of Union laws and National 

policies indicated therein Nonetheless a direction (to State govts~) 

under Article 256 and 257 and the application of sa'm.tion in case 

of non compliance under Articles 3G5 is .-=a_ manner of last resorl
3 
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The orfice of the Governor is to be retained however a 

person should be appointed as a Governor should satisfy the fo-

llowing criteria:-

(1) He should be eminent in some walk of life. 

(2} He sho·c.ld be a person from outside the state 

a 
( 3) He should be jdetached figure and not. too ·.intimati::dy. 

con nected with the pblitics of the State . 

( 4) He should be a person who had not takm too great apart in 

tx>litics .9enerallyand particularly in the recent past. 

In order to ensure effective consultation with the 

State Cnef Minister in selecting a person for the post, provision 
74 

must be made in the Constitution itself. The Governor should 

test all claims to majority in the State legislature on the 

floor of the House and should follow the following order when 

no party can claim absolute majority . 

(1) An alliance of parties that was formed prior to the 

elections, 

(2) The single largest party with outside support, 

(3) A post electoral coalition of parties, with all the 

partners in the coalition joining the government. 

(4) A post electoral coalition of parties with some of the 

parties in the alliance forming a government and the 
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remaining parties, including independents supporting 

the government from outside.75 

Most of his discretionary pow~ns are left untouched, 

although Governors are advised to exercise th~~e juridiciously 

independent of political considerations. Reservation of Bills 

under Articles 200 and 201 for Presidential assent is also -re-

tain ed, although needless reservation is to be avoided. 

Conventions should be encouraged to the effect that the President 

should return such a Bill within a period of 4 months. 

Emergency provisions are to be retained under Articles 

352 to 360. Article 356 should be used sparingly as a measure 

of last rt~sort. In the situation of a political breakdown, 

the governor should explore all possibilities of having a 

government enjoying majority support in the Assembly. If it is 

not possible and fresh elections can not be tield without delay, 

he should ask the outgoing Chief Minister to continue as a care-

taker government. The State legislative Assembly should not be 

dissolved either by the Governor or by the President before a 

proclamation has been placed before Parliament and it has had an 

opportunity toronsider it. Article 356_should be amended to 

76 
this effect. 

The deployment of Central forces in the States may 

continue as before.it is desirable that the State government be 

consulted, though this is not obligatory/ 7 
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A permanent Inter-state Council called the Inter Govern-

mental Council (IGC) should be set up under Article 263. The 

IGC should be charged with the duties setout in clauses (b) and 

(c) of Article 263, other than socio-economic planning and 

development. Five Zonal Councils which were constituted under 

the States Re0rganisation Act should be reconstituted under 

/8 
Article 263. 

Though the Commission recognises the serious resource . 

crunch facing the States it rejects t~ plea for restructu~tng 

the planning Commission to give more representation to the 

States. Its major financial recommendations are :-

(i) The Centre should arrange to release to-the States the 

amount representing the financial devolution with held 

from them in 1984-85, flouting the recommendation of 

the 8th Finance Commission. The price level having risen 

by atleast 50% in the meantime, the actual devolution 

should be price-indexed and an interest of 12$ paid in 

accordance with standard arrangements of compensation. 

(ii) The 9th Finance Commission shoul-d make the sharing of 

the Corporation tax an integral part of its recommendation 

for the five years period 1989-95. It is also necessary 

to ensure that the imposition of surcharge on income tax 

for exclusive appropriation by the Centre is discontinued. 
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The Finance Commission should take into account the 

expenditure liability of the States sith respect to 

Dearness Allowance and application of Central scales 

to State employees in assessing the States share of 

finances'? 9 

(iv) Necessary notifications should be issued that the 

royalty rates on minerals, Petroleum and natural gas 

are reviewed every two years instead of four as at 

present and payments are made to the States promptly. 80 

The newly constituted National Economic and Development 
81 

Council (NEDC) should be involved in the formulation of the 

plans right from the beginning. Other recommendations concerning 

planning would be dealt with in the next Chapter. 

Even a preliminary examination of the Commissions re-

commenda~ions would reveal that these are lukewarm as compared 

to the demands of the States and fall far short of expectations. 

The tone and tenor of the report is throughout marked by an 

anxiety not to rock the Central baat by taking a categor~esl 

stand on any of the matter affecting coequal Constitutional-. 

Status of the States. It is surprising that the Commission should 

opt for concentration of power at the Centre in the mistaken 

belief that this would make for a strong India and find the 

justification for it in the antidelucian Acts of British India. 

The major theme of the Commissions recommendations is the buil-

ding of cooperative federalism in India. 
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Chapter-V. 

Centre-State Cooperation. 

Greater autonomy for the States,giving them an enhanced 

role in the national policy is indeed desirable. It is however, 

not proposed to create two levels of administration functioning 

in a manner independent of each other. A considerable area of 

federal functioning is identifiable that can best be tackled as 

a joint endeavour of the Centre and the States. The need for 

developing institutions and inculcating processes manifesting 

the spirit of cooperation is an imperative of our times. Given 

the context of a vastly underdeveloped economy and the gigantic 

endeavour required to lift the nation out of the mi sery of 

poverty, it.is'evident that the determined efforts- of both the 

Centre and the States are essential. One such field of function

ing is socio-economic planning. 

The institutions involved ( and proposed ) in the process 

of planning, as also the process itself would form the core of 

this chapter. Su~h deliberations would quite naturally lead one 

to the issue of decentralized planning and the devolution of 

powers to levels lower than the States. Other forums of coopera

tive functioning as the NDC and the development of conventions~ 

would also be examined. 

Almost all the State governments and political parties 

in their memoranda to the Sarkaria Commission have bemoaned the 
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inadequate involvement of the State governments with the formula

tion of National Plan Policy, as also with other stages of the 

planning process. Sarkaria sums up these as under -

(i) The States are not involved sufficiently in national 

planning at the stage of policy formulation. 

(ii) The Planning Commission has functioned more as a limb of 

the Union government in exercising sway over the State 

governments, rather than as a truely federal institution 

restricting ~ts~lf to advise on technical matters of 

planning. 

(iii) The role of the NDC as an institution to provide guidance 

in national planning has not been effective and has been 

characterised by mere formal approval of the plans prepared 

by the Planning Commission. 1 

(iv) There are three important factors which adversely affect 

States' initiative in Planning in their Constitutionally 

defined spheres-

(a) There is too detailed a scrutiny by the Planning 

Commission and other Central organisations of State 

Plan' proposals. 

(b) The Centrally sponsored schemes have made deep in 

roads into the States' sphere of activity and have 

effected their initiative and priorities. 

(c) The States' crucial dependence on Central assistance 

for the plan and the mechanism of ear-marking of out-



-lays has restricted their manoevrability to allo

cate resources among developmental heads. 

(v) Although a multi-level planning framework is desirable 

in our context, the State Planning Boards and sub-State 

level planning have not become effective so far. 2 

Institutions and Planning Machinery. 

The Planning Commission ( P.C.) was set up in 1950 with the 

Prime Minister as Chairman,/by an executive order of the govern

ment of India as an advisory body to make recommendations to the 

Union Cabinet. It has since then come to acquire a major role 

in the national polity, regarding the formulation of the five 

year plans, the assessment of material, capital and human 

resources, and their most effective utilization. 3 It works with 

the help of Advisers (State Plan) who perform the role of assis

ting the PC in the finalising of State plans, and the monitering 

of the progress of various developmental programmes in the States. 

They are thus expected to function as a link between the PC and 

the State governments. 

The National Development Council ( NDC ) set up in 1952 

was assigned the three important functions of reviewing the 

working of the National Plan from time to time ; to consider 

the important questions of social and economic policy affecting 

the National development, and to recommend measures for the 



achievement 0f the aims and targets of the National Plan. 

The NDC is not a statutory body. It comprises the Prime 

Minister as Chairman, the Chief Ministers bf all the States, 

the members of the P C and on the recommendations of the ARC

the Ministers of the Union Cabinet, Chief Ministers of Union 

Territories, the ·Governor and Chief Executive Councillor of Delhi 

and other Union territories. Union ministers and State Ministers 

may also be invited. The secretary of the PC acts as the 

secretary of the NDC which is to meet "as often as may be nece

ssary and at least twice in each year. 

The Union ministers and departments, have their own 

planning cells/units for preparing detailed plans. The plan 

finance division of the Union Finance Ministry is also closely 

associated with the Planning process. Planning machinery has 

also been set up at the State level. since 1972-73 two thirds 

of the expenditure incurred by the State governments is met by 

the Union under a Centrally sponsored scheme. State Planning 

Boards/cells have been set up in all the States except Sikkim. 4 

As regards the working of the PC the main criticism by 

several State governments and experts is that over th~ years the 

PC has come to function as a limb of the Union government, a far 

cry from the original concept of an expert advisory body serving 

both the Union and the States "free from the burden of day to day 

administration.'' Thi~ view is based on the premise that the Union 

government has come to play too dominant a role in the formula

tion of Plans. Hence it is suggested that not only should the 
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PC work independently without being dictated by the Union 

government, but it should also be seen to be functioning as 

an impartial body on objective principles. These perceptions 

have led various political parties to suggest a variety of 

measures for reform. 

On one end of the spectrum are the Communist Parties -

the CPI and the CPM- who have suggested that the PC should be 

converted into a statutory body so that it becomes an expert 

body less prone to political influences. The government of West 

Bengal suggests that the NDC be supplanted by a properly 

constituted Inter-State Council in terms of Article 263, as 

amended, with due weightage given to the State governments. 

The PC should be converted into the Secretariat of the Inter-

State Council and its personnel must be decided upon by the 

Council, again with appropriate weightage given to the points 

of view of the State governments. The Union Ministers must 

not be allowed to impose their ideas upon the PC. 5 

The Dravida Munnetra Kazagam would place the PC on an 

independent footing, as a statutory body without being subject 

to control by the Union Executive or to political influences. 

It would be an expert body, with no member belonging to the 

Government Of India. Its work would be to tender advise on 

plan schemes formulated by the States. Obviously primary plan 
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formulation would be at the State level with the PC only 

rendering advise to the Union Government of an independent 

6 expert nature. 

At the other end of the spectrum are many State 

governments and experts who, while arguing strongly for making 

the PC an independent body consisting of experts rendering 

advise free from political pressures, point out that making 

the PC a statutory body would introduce avoidable rigidity 

in its functioning. 

The government of Uttar-Pradesh, in its memorandum to 

the Commission, for example, states that it would be impracticaJ 

to adopt the view that the PC must be independent of both the 

Central and State governments. It must necessal·ily continue to 

remain an arm of the Union government but endeavour to dis

charge its functions in the federal spirit. 7 

It has also been pointed out that in making the PC an auto

nomous body under the NDC, there are advantages as well as 

disadvantages. While, it would make the PC acquire more 

independence and objectivity, it would also suffer the dis

advantages of changes that may take place in the complexion 

of the State governments from time to time, The PC would in 

such situations lack coherence and th~ general direction of 

planning may suffer. 
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The Akali government of the State of Punjab has 

suggested that the responsibility of the PC may be limited 

to the Central sector of the economy, the preparation of the 

State sector plans being left entirely to the respective 

State Planning Boards. The PC should cease to perform a· 

coordinating role with regard to State sector plans. 8 

Regarding the composition of the PC also the views 

differ. A few States as also experts have suggested formal 

representation of the States on the PC, for example by inclu

ding two Chief Ministers as members for a year or two on ro

tation basis. But most of the suggestions favour that the PC 

should have the character of a high-level technical and 

advisory body with experts in the fields of economics, techno

logy, management , Science etc. 

Sarkaria, having carefully considered the various views 

placed before the Commission, is of the opinion that economic 

and social planning does not merely depend on the professional 

advice of experts. It is also a matter of political considera-

tion, its association with the highest pol~tical executive gives 

it momentum and motivation, stature and commitment to Union 

policies. The fact that the planning process has an interface 

with matters in all the three lists of the VIITH schedule, and 

the fact that the bulk of the developmental finance for the 

States comes from the Centre, determine the view that planning 

is best undertaken in a national perspective under the Central 
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leadership.
9 

The Commission percieves the remedy to lie in re-

forming the working of the PC, rather than reconstituting it 

as a statutory body. "if healthy conventions are developed in 

regard to consultation with the PC and due weight is given to 

to it recommendations, then all apprehensions in regard· to 

domination by the Union and the PC being a limb of the Union 

government would disappear." 10 

The National Development Council ( NDC ) 

The NDC established in 1952 was expected to be an 

apex institution for arising at a consensus among the Union 

and the States on various matters relating to planning and 

socio-economic development. However its working over the 

years has been far from satisfactory. As early as in 1967 

the Study Team of the ARC had found the measure of consultation 

and examination of issues by the Council inadequate, in as much 

as aspects of perspective planning and possible alternatives 

were not placed before the Council in sufficient details. The 

Study Team recommended a more systematic and in-depth involve-

ment of the Council in all basic questions of planning Policy 

particularly those pertaining to goals and objectives and in 

1 . . 1 11 evo v1ng a nat1ona consensus. 

The Sarkaria Commission summarises the shortcomings in 

the working of the NDC as under :-

(i) The NDC meets only on the initiative of the PC which 
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determines its agenda. 

(ii) The Council has been approving the Approach paper and 

the Draft Plans but has not been keeping track Df the 

progress of the plan.Consideration of other poli6y 

questions affecting national development which is one 

of its stated functions, has been infrequent and in-

sufficient. 

(iii) The frequency and duration of its meetings is very 

inadequate. Only 39 meetings have been held since 1952, 

the 37th meeting was held after a gap of two years and 

four months whereas the Resolution Constituting it 

specifies that the Council will meet atleast twice each 

year. 

(iv) The PC does not always put before the Council alter-

native sets of perspectives, strategies and targets 

alongwith the assumptions made to enable it to decide 

among the choices available. 

(v) The conference procedure consists.of set speeches made 

by Chief Ministers with very little of mutual .dis-

cussion. 

(vi) The summing up of deliberations often does not reflect 

the variety of views. 

(vii) The time given to States for crystallising their views 

is often insufficient. 

(viii) The standing committees and the special Committees are 

not formed or convened on a regular basis for indepth 

1 . d . d t. f . 12 
ana ys1s an cons1 era 10n o 1ssues. 
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As a result the NDC has come 1n for criticism by 

several State governments, and in the evidence put before the 

Commission, the need to make the Council more effective was 

emphasised. Various suggestions have been put forward 

Most State governmenm and political parties are of the 

view that the NDC should exercise greater control over the PC

the general consensus seems to be to make the NDC a body which 

would lay down national guidelines as to planning. 

The government of West Bengal has suggested that the 

NDC should be reconstituted under Article 263 of the Constitu-

tion and should be conferred wider powers. It must meet more 

frequently than the NDC does now-a-days. If that is not 

possible a standing Committee of the Council must be convened 

at regular intervals. The PC should abide by the direbti~es 

of the Council which would be the final deciding authority.
13 

The Akali government of Punjab has suggested that the 

NDC be entrusted with the following functions -

(i) to approve the guidelines for preparation of the ten 

(ii) 

(iii) 

~ars developmental perspectivr, the 5 year plan and 

the annual plan. 

to approve the Approach paper to the 5 year plan. 

to approve the draft/final documents of the ten year 

development perspective, the 5 year plan and the 

annual plan. 
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(iv) to approve the quantum and distribution of Central 

assistance to State Plans. 

The State government has also suggested that a new 

organisation called the National Development Organisation(NDO) 

may be set up to service the NDC. The NDO may include planning 

and development experts supported by a complement of research 

and ministerial staff. It may function under the adffiinistra-

tive control of a committee appointed by the NDC. The NDO may 

be made responsible for preparing documents with respect to 

the National economy corresponding to the plan prepared by the 

PC and the States Planning Boards. The cost of maintaining the 

NDO may be apportioned between the Union and the States in an 

agreed manner. Th~ role of the NDO may be limited to giving its 

comments on the plans prepared and highlighting the departures 

from the guidelines. Agreed views on the plan document will 

be thrashed out by to the extent feasible by the PC and the 

. 14 
NDC and the remaining differences considered by the NDC 1tself. 

It has been observed that in order to reactivate 

National planning as a joint endeavour of the Union and the 

States, the NDC should be restructured so that it becomes the 

focal point of debate on planning. The DMK~vernment of Tamil

Nadu, for example, views the granting of statutory status to the 

f 11 . bl lS Th NDC t NDC as the penacea or a 1ts trou e. e mus 

appoint an expert advisory committee of eminent economists, 
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Scientists, management experts, sociologists and engineers. 

This committee must give its advise within a stipulated 

period, and must act "as a buffer between the NDC and the PC." 

This would ensure meaningful economic and social planning for 

the country both at the Central level and at the State level, 

and "in the ultimate analysis ensure a proper adequate alloca

tion of resources between the Union and the States." 16 

There are those State governments and political parties, 

of course, who are reasonably satisfied with the working of 

the NDC and advocate little or no change in its composition 

or working. The government of Sikkim for example, would "allow 

the arrangement to continue provided much more time is devoted 

to detailed consultation with individual State governments and 

full consideration by the NDC itself of developmental plans.•• 17 

An apprehension has also been expressed that a statutory 

NDC would create a "parallel power-Centre", which would come 

into conflict with the authority of the Union government and 

promote groupism at that forum. 

an advisory body. 

It should thert'!fore, remain 

The Commission having considered the various views and 

suggestions with regard to the status and role of the NDC is 

of the opinion that casting such an institution in the ti ·ht 

mould of a statute would make it operationally rigid, whereas 

flexibility and ability to respond quickly to changing circums

tances is the essence of the matter. But at the same time the 
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NDC as at present constituted is unable to impart the necessary 

dynamism to planned development. 18 

The Commission recommends that the NDC be . restructured 

and reconstituted as the NEDC (National Economic and Development 

Council) under the provisions of Article 263, so as to give it 

direct moorings in the Constitutions. Taking an overall view 

from the conceptual institutional and functional aspects, 

planning both at the formulation and execution stages has to 

be a cooperative process of shared action between the Union and 

the States. The Commission further recommends that :-

(i] NEDC should be involved in the formulation of plans 

right from the beginning, 

(ii) The draft Approach paper should be circulated to the 

States atleast two months in advance of the meeting of 

the NEDC to consider the same. It should contain all 

relevant data alternative strategies etc. 

(iii) A preparatory meeting should be held by the PC with all 

deputy Chairmen/and or Secretaries. of the State Planning 

Boards two weeks prior to the NEDC to consider the Approach 

paper/draft plan etc. to formulate an agenda for the NEDC 

meeting. 

(iv) Deliberations of the NEDC should be structured as to 

. 1 . . th d 19 
allow mean1ngfu d1scuss1ons on e agen a. 
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Sarkaria also recomends the formulation of an Inter-Govern-

mental Council to deal with matters othe than sqcio-economic planning 

20 and development. The general complaint is that the President has 

not adequately used the powers given to him by the Constitution to 

establish a permanent forum having comprehensive jurisdiction for 

mutual consultation and coordinat~on of policy and action on all 

matters of common interest falling within the perview of clauses 

(b) and (c) of Article 263. Most of the State governments, some 

of the political parties and eminent persons are of the view that 

the proposed Council should have only such investigative,delibe-

rative and recommendatory functions as would fall within the 

ambit of clauses (b) and (c) of Article 263. Only two State 

governments (those of Tamil Nadu and West Bengal) have suggested 

that Article - 263 be amended and reformulated so as to ensure-

(i) That it is obligatory for the President to establish an 

Inter-State Council on a permanent basis, 

(ii) That the Council have a wider role including that of an 

(iii) 

appellate forum against the decisions of the Union affecting 

the States, and 

That the Council be consulted with respect to several other 

matters such as appointment of Governoffiand other Constitu

tional functionaries, imposition of Presidents rule etc~ 1 

The Council which the Sarkaria Commission recommends, would 

be charged with duties in broad terms embracing the entire gamut·· 

of clauses (b) and (c) of Article 263.This ·is·considered essential 
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to avoid-repeated refeeences to the President for piecemeal 

orders under Article 263 authorizing the Council to d-el with 

. 22 1ssues as and when they crop up. 

The IGC will evolve guidelines for identification and 

selection of issues to be brought before it and will take care 

to ensure that only such mattemof national importance relating 

to subjects of common interestare brought up before it as would 

fall within the ambit of clauses (b) and (c) of Articl~ 263. The 

Council will consist of a General Body assist~J by a smaller 

Standing Committee.· To General Body will consist of -the Prime 

Minister as Chairman, All Chief Ministers, All Union Cabinet 

Ministers (or Union Ministers dealing with subjects of common 

interest to the Union and the States.) The Standing Committee 

will consist of the Prime Minister as Chairman, six Chief Minis-

ters one each from each zone selected annually, Six Union Cabinet 

Ministers to be nominated by the Prime Minister. The General Body 

Of the IGC is to meet atleast twice a year and the Standing 

Committee utleast 4 ~imgg a year. 23 

Sarkaria also recommends the reconstitution under Article 

263 of the the five zonal Councils set up under the States Re-

organisation Act of 1956, each Zonal Council electing one Chief 

Minister as Chairman for a year. These Councils would provide a 

forum of discussion for most if not all regional and Inter-State 

issues. All issues which cannot be reconciled by the Zonal Council 
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would come up to the IGC although this should be done when 

all attempts at the Zonal Council level fail to achieve 

. . 24 
unanlmlty. 

Cooper~tive action can be meaningful only when the 

federating units have the necessary infrastructure that·· would 

enable them to contribute towards the formulation ~of the plans. 

Most state government have State level planning Boards and these 

should be strengthened. Decentralization of the planning process 

below the State level is also desirable, and necessary institutions 

should be created to· facilitate such decentralized district··. 

level planning. 

The Planning Process. 

The planning process consists of a series of formal 

and informal consultations both at the Union and Statr levels 

and bet;,.,reen the::: .. The process of formulation of a five year 

plan is spread over a period of two to three years and involves 

( or should involve a good deal of horizontal and vertical-

interaction. The process may be divided into the following 

stages -

(i) Background studies, analysis of constraints on develop-

ment and evolution of perspective. 

(ii) Preparation of Approach paper, setting up of working 

groups/ study groups. both at the Centre and in the States 
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for sectoral and other studies. 

Issuing of guidelines by the PC based on approved 

Approach paper, both to the Union Ministers/depart

ments and to the State governments for preparation of 

detailed Plans including assessment of financial re

sources. 

(iv) Detailed astimation of financial resources. 

(v) Preparation of detailed sectoral plans, and formulation 

of Draft 5 year plan. 

(vi) Consideration of draft 5 year plan at various forums, 

academic institutions and expert groups, PC also organises 

special meetings with leaders of political parties, 

academecians, representatives of Industry and agriculture, 

trade union leaders and the like. 

(vii) 
25 

Approval of the Draft plan by the NDC. 

Besides, an Annual Plan is formulated every year. Since 

the plan frame for 5 years is available, the process of formula

tion of the Annua.l Plan is simpler and lays emphasis on reviewing 

progress of implementation and inter-sectoral balances. 

Plan resources are assessed separately for the public 

and Private sector plans based on estimates of quantum and 

structure of savings and consumption in the community.A detailed 

exercise is uadertaken for the public sector outlay. The resource 
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estimates for the national plan are categorised between external 

and internal - the latter including budgetary surpluses at current 

rates of taxation, estimates of additional resource mobilization, 

market borro~ings, deficit financing etc ... For the States• 

plans•, Central Plan assistance and their own resources are 

. d 26 est1mate . 

Central assistance to State Plans, since the 4th five 

year plan, is given in the form of block loans(70%) and block 

grants(30%). The total quantum of Central assistance is deter-

mined by the PC in consultation with the Ministry of Finance. 

Central assistance constitutes an average of 37% of the States• 

Plan finance (as in the 7th plan) . Out of the total amount 

available, the provisions for the externally aided projects, 

spec1al Central assistance for sub plans and for the special 

ca~egory States are first set aside and ~he balance is distributed 

on the basis of a formula ( called the modified Gadgil formula 

which became operational since 1980 after approval by the NDC, 

The formula consists of the following criteria - add weights 

for allocation of the overall amount ·-

(i) Population ( 60 per cent ) 

(ii) Per capita State domestic product below the National 

average ( 20 percent ) 

(iii) Per capita tax efforts of the State(lO percent), 

(iv) 
. 27 

Special problems (10 percent) 
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Central assistance is not merely a source of plan 

finance to the State:s, it ha:s al:so been used as an instrument to 

sustain plan priorit~es. In order to ensure that the agreed 

outlays are spent in aggregate and on programmes and sectors 

which are being accorded priority, since 1969 such outlays are 

being 'earmarked' on an annual basis. On an avera~~ as'much as 

two thirds of the State Plan outlay is ties by the system of 

k
. 28 earmar 1ng. 

The Centrally sponsored schemes are initiated at the 

instance of the Union government and implemented in the States 

for which Central ass is r_;,nce is provided by the former. Simul-

taneously guidelines regarding the contents, coverage, expendi

ture pattern, staffing etc. are also provided. 29 

The State governments and political parties in their 

memoranda b the Commission have criticisms as well as suggestions 

for reform to offer, as regards the process of plan formulation. 

A general complaint of State governments is that they are required 

to adhere to unduly rigid and detailed Union directives mainly 

because of their dependence on the Union government for plan funds 

and have consequently asked for a stronger financial base for 

the States. Most State governments have also maintained that they 

are not given due opportunity to participate in National Planning. 

The present process of consultation involving the States, 

commences after the broad features of the 5 year plan are already 

cast. While most of the State governments agree that the PC should 
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lay down broad national priorities and targets. They have urged 

that the States should have greater freedom and flexibility in 

formulating the details of the schemes concerning their spheres. 

They complain that their initiative in this regard is restricted

by (a) the procedures of detailed scrutiny and finalisation of 

the State plans; (b)the mechanism of Central assistance and 

earmarking of outlays and (c) the control exercised by Union 

Ministers through Centrally sponsored schemes. 

Some States have categorically stated that while 

nationa1 priorities may be incorporated in State plans, they 

should emerge as consensus among the Union and the States a-nd 

for this purpose the PC and the NDC should be suitably re

constituted. These have been dealt with earlier on. 

Sarkaria having considered all the above suggestions 

is of the point of view that the spirit of cooperation be en

couraged and developed. Coordinated action between the Central 

Wd~king groups and the State groups be ensured. For this the 

Central working groups should take the initiative in establishing 

contact with their counterparts in the States at an early stage.
30 

The Commission accepts that the role of States at the crucial 

stage of the formulation of the Five Year Plan is more in nature 

of being informed, and a more active involvement of the States 

in evolving plan objectives, priorities and strategy will go a 

long way in making planning result oriented. It would be necessary 
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for a through consideration ~f the Approach paper that it 

be made available to the States at least two months prior to 

the meeting of the NDC alongwith the relevant data and options 

considered by the PC in formulating it. 31 

The involvement of the proposed NEDC with the Plan 

process has already been discussed earlier on in this chapter. 

The Commission is of the opinion that the alleged over bearing 

approach of the PC in the process of formulation, scrutity and 

finalisation of the State plans is more apparent than real and 

discourages the States from submitting plan proposals whose 

financial implications are far higher than the estimated re-

sources. If the plan size of a state is agreed to be substan-

tially enhanced at the meeting between the Deputy Chairman of 

the PC and the State•s Chief Minister on the promise of new re-

sources, this should be regarded as provisional, and the proposal 
32 

examined in detail by the Advisor(State Plan). 

A review of the two fold grant pattern of Central 

assistance ( 70;30 and 10 90 is advocated. It is to be 

replaced by suitable three or four fold patterns, The NED~ may 

decide on this. The NEDC should also discuss a periodic review 

of the earmarking of out:hys alongwith other mechanisms of·· 

Central assistance at the beginning of each five year plan. 

Centrally sponsored schemes should· be kept to a minimum, and 

should fulfil the criteria laid down by the Raffiamurthi Committee 

for being taken up as a Centrally Sponsored Scheme.The State 
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governments should be involving in determing the contents and 

coverage of the Centrally Sponsored Schemes so that local variations 

and difficulties in their implementation are taken care of. 

Although Sarkaria's recommendations fall far short of the 

expectations of more political parties, he has clearly made a 

conscious and considered attempt to encourage the development 

of what can be termed 'cooperative federalism'. Repeatedly the 

Centre and the States are enjoined to 'cooperate' with one 

another and this is clearly manifest in his recommendations 

concerning socio-economic planning. Several recommendations 

he makes here should be acceptable at face value. The rel,uc

tance to institutionalize the spirit of cooperation should be 

done away-with. The p~oposed NEDC and the IGC should go a long 

way in providing forums for the airing of views, for discussion, 

debate and deliberation. The inadequacy of such institutions has 

left a communicational vacuum between the Centre and the States, 

and this should be fill~~d up. 

Sarkaria's other major concern, as to the development of 

healthy conventions seems to be rather optimistic. After 40 years 

of federal functioning: few conventions have developed that have 

not been breached in the face of political exicegencies. Appealing 

to the goodwill of all concerned might prevent a rocking of the 

Central boat, but it is clearly not enough. Cooperation has to 

be institutionalised, anG provisions written into the framework 
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of the Constitution to grant to the States the ability and capa

city, the forums and procedures, alongwith the will to cooperate. 

That this is an imperative of our times is evid~,nt from 

the multitudeneous problems the nation faces. Seminal issues 

such as development and planning have to be reconsidered, as 40 

years of planned development has not brought us the level of 

achievement it should have done. Poverty prevails and has to 

be eradicated. This is best done with the cooperation of all 

concerned. 
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Chapter-VI 

Conclusion. 

The sanctity of a Constitution, like that of any other 

contract, depends on the good faith of the parties subscribing to 

it - on the one part the people and on the the the occupant~. of 

the institutions and the incumbants of offices whichfuey create 

and whose limits they prescribe. The Weimar Constitution was regar

ded as the Worlds' best but it was under its aegis that Hitler was 

pitchforked to power. The full range of possibilities of mis

chief under the Indian Constitution was not evident untill the 

ravages of the Emergency in 197 -77. Unfortunately, they have not 

been exhausted and in some cases stand even enlarged. 

If the creatures of the Constitution themselves encroach 

on it, if levers of power derieved from the Constitution itself be

come engines of discrimination against a political party, and if 

the State become prey to Statesmen, it loses its binding foroe· in 

the peoples '=Yes and no amount of harping on unity and integrity 

will ever be able to redeem it. 

The Indian Constitution, the product· of the best minds 

though it was has been vulnerable on a major count·, it in corporates 

parts of the Government Of India Act of 1935. It is a irony that 

precisely those parts of the Constitution borrowed whole sale from 

the 1935 Act and meant to bolster colonial domination have proved 

the most tempting tricks of the noliticians trade, and it is thg 

high sounding partg ~n liberty, Qquality and fratQrnity, 
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social and economic justice and so on, that are proving to be 

most fragile in the hands of the rulernof free India. 

"rn this context it is unfortunate th<:tt the Commission 

should opt for the concentration of power at the Centre, in the 

mistaken belief that this made for a strong nation and find 

justification for it in the Acts of British India. In fact the 

demand of the Congress party itself during the entire freedom 

struggle was for federation with checks and balances on the 

powers exercisable by the Centre, and that while conceding that 

some powers would have to be delegated by the Constituent States 

to the federal government, the Congress menifesto for 1946 

elections had stressed that the Residuary powers should vest with 

the States. This argument of a decentralized federation being 

woven into the fabric of the freedom struggle has been built up 

by several political parties in theirmemoranda to the Commission. 

While it is true that the trauma of partition made it 

imperative for the Constituent Assembly to bestow the Centre with 

extra powers, the kind of Centralization n0w evident in the Indian 

polity was neither desired nor envisaged. Seeking parallels in 

other democratic Constitutions, like to Commission attempts to 

establish with the Constitutions of Australia, Canada and U.S.A. 

to prove that there is a constant accretion of powers in the hands 

of federal government and also to state that this is inevitable in 

view of the complexities of governance and the need to maximise 

the effectiveness in rnarsheJlin~ thQ nation~· rggourcG~r i~ migginq 

~he poin~. These systems however tunQtion in th~ CQnt~xt Qf develQped 
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democracies where citizens are willing to pay the price of 

liberty with eternal ~gelence. Moreover checks and balances 

have been built into these polities, some by the makers of the 

Constitution,others through Constitutional evolution and 

conventions. In India these are sadly lacking.ln any event there 

can be no exact para~lel to the ethnic, linguistic and cultural 

diversities in India and a rigid control on the initiative 

of the States is bound, in the long run to weaken both the Centre 

and the State .. 

There can be no doubt that the members and Chief Ministers 

of the Congress(I) party itself are in silent sympathy with the 

rationale of the demands of their non-Congress(I) counterparts, 

that there should be stoppage and reversal of new centralizing 

attempts and the Constitution should be amended where necessary 

to enable the States to regain their identity as equal-par~ners 

of the Centre. As Dr.Chandra Pal puts it :-

"the demand for State autonomy is not at all 

incompatible either with the process of nation-building 

or with national integration. Rather it is essential. 

The need of the hour is 'unity'· not 'uniformity' 

Unity in diversity cannot be maintained without permitting 

diversity in unity. Any attempt to crush the diversity is 

fraught lvith dangerous consequences and may eventually 

lead to disintegration and balkanisation of the country."
1 
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Over the years particularly in the post Nehru-Shastri 

era, the Centre's insensitivity and tactlessness ln handling the 

States have led to a yawning gap between the Centre and the States. 

Far from building bridges to r0hch out to them, the existing 

mechanisms of mutual collaboration have gradually been rendered 

ineffective and those envi~aqed undeL the Constitution have been 

ignored. As Dr.Arora puts it -

"Given the vagaries of the functioning of the 

party system, it is import-tnt to strengthen the existing 

institutional arrangements for federal co-ordination. 

They offer a certain degree of autonomy for those States 

which seek to implement different policies and programmes 

within the spheres of governance constitutionally assigned 

to them. "
2 

It is almost a universal complaint cutting across party 

lines that the institutional appratus has largely been rendered 

non-functmonal. The NDC, supposed to be the Supreme policy making 

body on problems of social and economic development has met most 

infrequently. In October 1983 the Srinagar Conference of opposi

tion Chief Ministers noted,that"given the modality of its meetings 

no serious activity can be carried out, nor substantive decisions 

taken. State Chief Ministers get little opportunity at the meet-

ings of the Council to raise issues which are.crucial for the 

development of their respective States as well as for overall 

National development. The PC has similarly been made an appendage 

of the Union governm.:mt and has failed-to reflect, or respond to 
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the needs of the people at the grass-roots. 3 Mr.Jyoti Basu 

has given eloquent expression to the views of its critics-

"The PC which has no Constitutional sanction, nor 

any statutory one was set up by a resolution of the 

Central Government, its composition is decided upon 

by the Centre and its finances are also defrayed by 

it. It has become a convention that a Union Cabinet 

Minister is th1: working head of the Commission. All 

these arrangements have led to a situation where the 

Commission has become an appendage of the Centre with 

no mind of its own. The Commission cannot, therefore 

ob~ectively assess the needs and requi~ements of the 

States vis-a-vis those of the Centre.in the nam-e of 

coordination it issues directives and reaebes decisions 

which exclusively serve the narrow shortturn interests 

of the Union government." 

Centre-State coordination was also saught to be achie

ved by way of the non-institutionalised, informal device of the 

Chief Ministers Conferences. These have over the years degene

rated to forum were particularistic grievances of the States are 

aired, rather than serious debate on National policp. Moreover 

the non-institutionalised procedure, leaves a lot to the dis

cretion of the Central government, as to the summoning, a~enda 

and organisation of such meetings. These hav~ therefore,failed 
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to emerge as effective forums providing policy directives, 

both to the Centre and to the States. 

Given ~uch a context, the Commissiornrecommendation 

for a NEDC which ameng other things will laydown guidelines 

for the PC should be acceptable. As also the Commission's 

recommendation for the setting up of an Inter Governmental 

Council with the duty of, (a) ·inquiring into and advi~ing upon 

disputes which may have arisen between the Centre and the States, 

(b)investigating and discussing subjects in which some or all of 

the States, or the Union and one or more of the States, have a 

common interest,and (c) making recommendations for the better 

coordination of policy and action to enable the Centre and the 

States to act in harmony. 

Such a Council, though outside the.perv1ew of the 

Constitution, and having only an advisory role, could serve 

as the first brick towards the formulation of an effective 

institutional framework facilitating Centre-State Cooperation. 

The non-Congress(!) Chief Minister at their Calcutta

meeting on January 28,1989, bemoaned the monopolised access.of 

the country's banking system to public savings and the Centre's 

propensity to dictate the policies that the banks including-the 

Reserve Bank follow. The Centre not only has the authority to 

~int new money, it has also reserved for itself ail powers of 

control over market borrowings and exercises them to the depri-
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vation of the legitimate share of the States; as much as 80% 

of the borrowings are now in the Centre's account. Obviously 

of the issues vitiating Centre-State relations, the economi6-

and fiscal have been the most hurting. The reasons are obvious, 

and could not have been couched in better language than in the 

views of the government of West Bengal on the Commission's 

report. -

"While the remote Centre will monopolise the nation's 

resources, the people will look towards the State governments, 

which are next door, for the redress of their grievances. The 

State governments will be without funds and thus unable to 

satisfy the needs and aspirations of the masses. The Centre 

will have the resources, but its priorities, as reflected in 

the pattern of expenditure, may not coin cide with the urges 

of the people. It may also be beyond its capability to manage 

to supervise effectively the projects and programmes it under

takes. The consequences may well be a widespread outbreak of

social discontent, with varying time lags all over the country.•• 4 

India is unique among the large countries of the 

World in that has u-nity constantly remains under c1uestion, 

even for her own people. History is partly responsible for this. 

Images of a fragmented past and of unstable empires linger in 

popular historical memory. In more recent times the su-b 

continent has been partitioned twice. Besides, sessionist move

ments have occasioned grave public anxiety from time to time. 
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It is not surprising, therefore, that to every thrust in 

federal direction there has been a reflex movement in the 

direction of unitary rule. Despite alligiance to a federal 

Constitution, there remains a subconscious attraction f-or the 

unitary model as the answer to the problem of national unity. 

This dualism may continue to haunt the Indian political psych~ 

f 1 . 5 or a ong tlme to come. 

This in itself need not be cause for concern, if~uch 

a political development is accompanied by a sufficient degree 

of self-awareness. It is the formulation of- this degree of 

self awareness and conscious action that has presented the 

difficulties. The Emergency poved beyond doubt that Centralism 

could not-be the solution to the political and social problems 

of the nation. It also showed that anti democratic ans anti-

federal attitudes merely choked the means by which these solu

tions could be made possible. Finally, it demonstrated the 

insensitivity of the national political elite towards the genuine 

aspirations of democracy which were beginning to come of age. 

The people proved this last proposition by voting against autho

ritarian rule in 1977. 6 

The Janata government, upon which the task of dis-

mentling the Centralised system fell, was also slow in taking 

the cue. This was evident from the haste with which it dis-

missed 9 Congress governments. The reasons given were not 
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strictly within the bounds of Constitutional propriety ahd 

betrayed a desire to capture as much unitary power as quickly 

as possible. The move boomeranged on the Janata after the 

Congrass returned to power in 1980. The same number of Janata 

governments were removed on the same grounds. Federal politics 

continued to be dictated by the rhythm of politics at the 

Centre. 7 

Though the return to power of the Congress party 

led by Indira Gandhi was spectacular, the Centre-State debate 

did not die down, and a few States still had non-Congress 

governments in office. Though the essential thrust remained 

tilled in the unitary direction, the federal case was kept 

alive primarily by the West Bengal government. Moreover the 

Congress that returned to power in 1980 was a more centrali~ed 

party than before.Jln.ring, "the crossing of the desert" 8 , it had 

lost a large number of State level leaders and the assent of 

the Central leadership was on the 'Loyalty' of the Chief Minis

ters towards itself. This inevitably led to the deeping- of 

factional politics, and brought with it a good deal of dis

credit in the eyes of the people of those States, for the type 

of politics they were subjected to. Dissatisfaction erupted 

most powerfully in early 1983 with the defeat of the Congress 

in Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka. 

After 1977, in the area of federal politics two 

major factors came in the way of the Centre's unitary predi

lections. The first was that one third of th2 country wa·s 
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under non-Congress rule, and unlike the post 1967 

governments, the opposition governments were now stable. 

The second factor was that they were eager to cooperate with 

each other in retexturing the federal polity around the 

autonomy principle. This was given concrete shape in the 

conclaves held at Hydrabad, Calcutta and Srinagar. Their 

cooperative endeavour not only placed them in a position to 

demand a share in decision making on m-ajor national issues 

but also brought about much needed credibility for federal 

politics.9 

Predictably the Centre's reaction was a biligerent 

one, for federal consolidation restricted its freedom of mono-

euvre. Besides it cast long shadows on the election prospects 

of the Congress party. Therefore regional demands for greater 

autonomy were deemed anti-national and the Congress pres.~nted 

as the defender of the country's 'unity and integrity'.Farooqh 

Abdullah in Kashmir, N.T. Rama Roa in Andhra were toppled. The 

Centre-backtracked after having pulled the rug from under 

Bhaskara Rao, and so disgraceful was the whole manoeuvre 

that no one in the Congress was willing to own it. The Andhra 

episode proved beyond doubt that the federal pr~nciple 

10 
had acquired the strength" to resist unitary onslaughts. 

The situation changed with the assasination of 

Mrs Gandhi and the subsequent elections. Appeals to patriotism, 

nationalism and stability got the Congress the desired victory. 
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This election platform was unfortunate for a variety of 

reasons. It must be stated that India's unity is not a 

consequence of one party's rule over the whole country. 

The Nations unity must be premised on the assumption that 

people of all creeds and communities do wish to stay as one 

nation. The appropriation of patriotism by one single party 

or by a majority community will push the rest into aliena-

t
. 11 1on. 

The centralization process that had largely 

remained stationary over the 1977-84 period was given a 

new thrust by Rajiv Gandhi. The attempt was to place in the 

Central sphere more and more areas of functioning. The 

involvement of the Centre was sought to be enhanced, both at 

the policy making and the implementati6n levels, to an 

unprecedented extent. On the other hand, contrarily perhaps, 

an effort was made to develop local governmental structure. 

Panchayati Raj institutions were to be revived and granted 

constitutional status. Decentralization to encourage functional 

autonomy was envisaged. Apprehensions, as to a possible direct 

link up of the Centre with these proposed institutions causing 

further-limitation of State level functioning were expressed. 

(and perhaps led to the fall of the Bill in Parliament) 

The Rajiv Government fell before any Central commit-

ment to the federal idea and the granting of greater autonomy 

to the units could be identified. These concerns are live 

today, and inform the nature of decisi6ns taken by the govern-
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-ment in power. Some decentralization, it is recognised is 

logically imperative, what shape it takes,when it is brought 

about is yet to be seen. 

Over the last three decades, the federal idea has 

been developing and growing. This growth of federalism, has 

by and large taken place without detriment to the essential 

aspects of the'strong Centre'idea. Essentially federal politics 

has gradually been able to function without the supporting prop 

of the Congress system. Though State governments are occassio

nally described as'glorified-municipalities• all political 

parties and interest groups recognise the importance of captu

ring power and influence in the States. Moreover, notwithstandi~g 

the Punjab and Assam movements, State politics must be seen as 

part of the larger national politics, The States do want a greater 

participation in national politics, even while they are conscious 

of their own interests. A complex and populous nation like India 

cannot possibly be managed from a single source of authority, 

Regional and local issues need to be handled politically at 

those levels. That is why sharing of power with the federal units 

is an essential requirement for effective political management 

of the nation. 12 Dr.Rashid-ud-din Khan, argues that - "it is 

necessary for effective mass participation, democratic decentra

lization and socio-economic change that the viable entity of-the 

socio-cultural sub-regions should be recognised as basic to the 

growth of federal polity."13 
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The development of the federal idea and consequent 

decentralization, then, will be in the interests of national 

harmony and of political management. But decentralization 

cannot be considered infuolation from the need to formulate 

nationally coherent policies. Fresh cohesion strategies, 

arrived at through the federal process, would have to be thought 

t 
14 h. 1 . . h f f d 1 ou . W 1 e 1t rema1ns t e essence o a e era system that 

neither level of government should be wholly dependent on the 

other, it is impossible for them to be wholly independent of 

each other. It is, in fact, a combination of independence and 

interdependence that is the hallmark of the contemporary 

federal State. 15 

The Sarkaria Commissions recommendations as we have 

been, are essentially inadequate and'lukewarm', given the context 

in which the Commission was appointed and the task that it was 

assigned. They fall far short of the expectations of most State 

governments and political parties. Neverthless they come at 

a time when the mood is for change and reform, fue report has 

set off considerable debate and discussion - The out come would 

certainly have some bearing on the Indian polity and the direc-

tions in which it develops in the time to come. 
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